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Reproduction in the Last 00 Years
Robert H. Foote
A detailed history of the broad field of dairy cattle reproduction during many decades could fill several books.  It is a remarkable history.  Dairying 
moved forward with machinery, computers, and other technology as part of the 
Industrial Revolution.
Many researchers in many countries working with various species historically 
contributed knowledge about reproductive function that was applied usefully to 
dairy cattle.  Even before 1900 a large platform of information had been assembled 
that served as a springboard for the rapid advances during the past 100 years.  To 
keep this essay in manageable proportions, the components that led to changes 
in reproductive management practices are emphasized.
The essay is divided into two parts.  “Part I.  An Overview”.  This is a 
story of the events as they unfolded in research laboratories and organizations 
serving dairy farmers, particularly through artificial insemination (AI) and other 
reproductive biotechnologies.  This is written as an overview, avoiding scientific 
and technical details.  If it is appetizing, one can find the main menu in Part II. 
Each part is subdivided into the male component and the female component.  
“Part II.  A Detailed Documented Account.”  History is exciting when we 
travel a road where we become increasingly aware of the miracles of reproductive 
biology, especially when we understand them more fully.   The author traveled 
the roads leading to many places where much research was done.  Of course we 
still “see through a glass darkly”.  However, the reader can explore here many 
essential components of reproductive biology, and take time to contemplate how 
selected aspects were transformed into doable programs that revolutionized the 
breeding and reproductive management of dairy cattle.  Early references have 
been chosen frequently for this historical narrative because of their importance 
and lack of availability on the electronic network.  The reader should utilize the 
electronic network to find thousands of current reports.
As a consequence of the changes and improved nutrition and health, the 
Holstein cow in the United States today converts the products of the sun’s energy 
and plant photosynthesis into more than three times the milk output per cow 
of her predecessors 50 years ago.  Simultaneously, dairy cow numbers decreased 
by 57 percent.
Unless otherwise acknowledged, figures are by the author.  Suggestions by 
Dr. Harold Hafs, staff in Cornell’s Publications Department and assistance with 
manuscript preparation by Suzanne Bremmer are appreciated.
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Introductory Historical Comments
Reproduction is an old habit, art, and science.  So, in reflecting upon the achievements of the past 100 years we should remember that a large platform 
of information had been established before the last century, which provided a 
base for the more recent advances.
In 1677 Regner de Graaf described the Graafian follicle of the ovary as the 
source of the eggs.  In 1827 Karl E. Von Baer announced that he had removed a 
small object from a follicle and stated, “When I placed it under the microscope 
I was utterly astonished, for I saw an ovule just as I had already seen them in 
the tubes, and so clearly that a blind mind could hardly deny it.”  De Graaf also 
was interested in the testis.  He was the first to describe seminiferous tubules in 
the testis.  An amazing individual, he died at the age of 32.  He was a friend of 
Antoine Leeuwenhoek, a careful grinder of lenses in Amsterdam.  The assembly 
of lenses (a microscope) enabled Leeuwenhoek to see sperm in 1677.  His report 
of “animalculis”, as he called the sperm cells, followed in 1678.
Later anatomists described the structure of the ovary and testis in detail. 
The fact that the testes were essential for reproductive function was known in 
ancient times.  Eunuchs played an important role in several early cultures and 
religions.  More than 100 years after Leeuwenhoek’s description of sperm, Lazzaro 
Spallanzani showed unequivocally that semen was essential for fertilization by 
producing pups in dogs following artificial insemination (1784).  Furthermore, 
by filtering the semen he showed that only the non-filterable components of the 
semen, now recognized as sperm, were responsible for fertilization.  
The late 1800s was a golden age for further elucidation of the functions of the 
testes and ovaries, sperm and eggs, fertilization, and early cleavage stages of the 
young embryo.   Superb anatomists described reproductive organs accurately in 
minute detail.  The testes and ovaries also were known to exert several effects on 
different organs of the body as well as influence sexual behavior.  However, the 
identification of specific hormones and their functions was a product of the 20th 
century.  The word hormone was first used by Ernest H. Starling in 1905, taken 
from the Greek meaning to excite.
In the 20th century, knowledge of reproductive function continued to be 
advanced by the collective research conducted with laboratory animals such 
as mice, rats, and rabbits as well as chickens.  Then it was the challenge for 
researchers working with large domestic animals to determine whether their 
reproductive systems function the same way as they do in laboratory animals, or 
to identify specific differences.  So, in describing briefly a variety of discoveries 
and applications in dairy cattle reproduction and technology, one should note 
that much useful knowledge often originated with work done in other species. 
Knowledge gained, like sexual reproduction, requires cooperation.
Advances in Endocrinology
The two pituitary gonadotropic hormones, follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH), were originally thought to be one hormone. 
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The only man alive in 2005 (Samuel L. Leonard, 100 years old) responsible 
(with coworkers Harry Fevold and Frederick Hisaw) for the discovery of the two 
hormones in the late 1920s still reminisces clearly about this discovery in his 
home in Ithaca, New York.  Leonard was 25 years old when he carefully extracted 
pituitary glands in rats and showed that one of the two extracts caused follicular 
development and the other one caused ovulation.  He was at the University of 
Wisconsin as a graduate student at that time.  He presented these results at the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science meetings in New Orleans 
in 1931, after driving for four days in a model T Ford from Rochester, New York 
with Roland K. Meyer, then working in Rochester.  Others believed there was 
only one gonadotropin, so there was considerable controversy at the meeting. 
Incidentally, Leonard’s first task as a graduate student was to determine “the 
amount of female sex hormone in normal and pregnant cow urine.”  Senior 
researchers will remember the aroma in labs where steroid hormones were being 
extracted from gallons of cow urine.
Discovery by G.W. Harris in the 1940s of the portal vessel pathway, which 
provided a direct vascular connection from the hypothalamus to the anterior 
pituitary, opened the way for discovery of the gonadotropic releasing hormone 
(GnRH) in the hypothalamus of the brain.  GnRH controlled the release of 
pituitary gonadotropic hormones.  The hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal linkage 
is the principal means by which reproductive function is regulated in most 
mammals, including dairy cows and bulls.
There were gradual increases in understanding of the chemistry and 
function of the hormones in the following decades.  However, the development 
of radioimmunoassays (RIAs) in the 1960s, capable of measuring with great 
specificity and sensitivity hormones in blood and other body fluids and tissues, 
greatly speeded advances in monitoring low concentrations of reproductive 
hormones circulating in dairy cattle.  The RIA procedure became automated to 
assay hundreds of samples daily, compared with old tedious methods that required 
a day or more to obtain a single result.  These procedures led to understanding 
the endocrine control of the estrous cycle.   Many applications followed, such as 
induction of ovulation after parturition in lactating cows, superovulation and 
embryo transfer, and synchronized ovulation in cows for programmed timed 
artificial insemination (AI).
The Male Component
Gonadotropins were found to regulate the development of the testes of bulls, involving tubular development where sperm are produced, and the Leydig 
cells between the tubules, which produce testosterone.  The latter hormone affects 
other organs and partially controls male sexual behavior.  However, no major 
applications have been found to date to enhance spermatogenesis and increase 
the reproductive capacity of bulls through treatment with hormones.
The greatest impact of the male on reproduction in dairy cattle has been 
through artificial insemination (AI).  Accompanying the development of AI were 
major advances in knowledge of testis function, sperm anatomy and physiology, 
and sperm evaluation and preservation.  Also, many myths and mysteries 
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regarding cow reproductive physiology and fertility were resolved, important 
for the application of AI.
The Beginning of AI
Scattered reports and rumors of the use of AI in individual cases have persisted 
since the 1300s when Arabs were alleged to have obtained semen from the vagina 
of prize mares belonging to other tribes and then used the fluid obtained to 
inseminate their own mares.  The first organized use of AI was started in Russia 
in 1899 by Dr. Ivanovich Ivanov to breed mares for the cavalry.  He collected 
sperm from sponges placed in the mare before mating. Later Ivanov constructed 
artificial vaginas to improve semen collection, modeled after one made by Dr.  G. 
Amantea for dogs in 1914.  The first AI cooperative for dairy cattle in the western 
world was organized in Denmark in 1936.
Artificial insemination was reported to have been used with fresh semen on a 
limited basis in herds in New York State, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin in 
the 1930s.  Professor Enos J. Perry from Rutgers University had seen AI performed 
in Denmark in 1937.  He prevailed upon his friend, Professor Stanley Brownell, 
who had been inseminating cows regularly in the Cornell herd, to come to New 
Jersey in December 1937 to demonstrate to New Jersey dairymen semen collection 
by massage of the seminal vesicles.  K.A.F. Larsen from Denmark demonstrated 
AI techniques, using the Danish method, but his bull artificial vagina did not 
arrive with him to demonstrate semen collection.  Perry organized New Jersey 
dairymen to form an AI cooperative early in 1938.
Commercial AI Initiated
The first completely farmer-owned cooperative started later in 1938 in New 
York State.  Soon many small AI cooperatives and private organizations sprang 
up, culminating in about 100 in the US in the 1950s.  It was clear from the 
beginning that if AI was to flourish, the initial rather crude techniques used 
needed improvement.  Much research was needed to increase knowledge of bull 
management, testis function, semen collection, sperm evaluation, extension, 
packaging, and preservation, along with better insemination programs in the 
field.  To help meet that need the Pioneer Cooperative started in Dryden, New 
York, in 1938.  It later became the New York Artificial Breeders Cooperative, Inc. 
and moved to Ithaca in 1945, on the edge of the Cornell University Campus.  This 
unique cooperation between farmers, New York State, and the private university, 
Cornell, became a world model of harmonious cooperation.  Research on some 
aspects resulted in practical application more rapidly than others.  Rather than 
try to fit all the pieces together chronologically, we will follow the story from the 
standpoint of the sperm cell as its life begins in the testis and finally how a few 
out of trillions of sperm produced may encounter an egg in a cow.
The Testis
The bull testis, capable of producing billions of sperm per day, made it biologically 
possible to develop extensive AI programs.  The general idea that the testis produced 
lots of sperm was recognized when commercial AI started, but little objective 
qualitative or quantitative information was available.  Anatomists had described 
the almost endless seminiferous tubules of the testis, in which spermatogonial 
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cells underwent mitotic divisions to form more cells that underwent two divisions 
of meiosis to form spermatocytes and finally spermatids.  Each spermatid 
contained only one set of chromosomes, potentially to be combined with a set 
of chromosomes from the female at the time of fertilization.
Now we know how each round spermatid undergoes spermiogenesis.  During 
this period the round cell develops a long flagellum, the tail of the sperm cell, 
and loses most of its cytoplasm.  This process is coordinated by nurse cells within 
the seminiferous tubules, the Seroli cells.  By this time young sperm cells have 
taken about two months to develop, and they are ready to be released from the 
testis.  Then the sperm cells are pushed out of the paired testes through efferent 
ducts, the paired epdidymides, and they move into the common urethra.  Sperm 
continually pass out of the urethra of the penis with urine, or they are expelled 
in large numbers at the time of ejaculation.
The testis is composed mostly of seminiferous tubules with supporting 
connective tissue, but the extratubular space contains many Leydig cells where 
testosterone is produced.  Production and secretion of testosterone is stimulated 
by the pituitary gonadotropin LH.  Testosterone and other androgens stimulate 
development of male accessory sex organs and development of male muscular 
features such as the huge neck of the bull.  Sexual behavior also may be affected 
by small quantities of estradiol.
The events just described occur in the sexually mature postpubertal bull after 
being established during the first year of life.  At puberty active spermatogenesis 
starts, triggered by pulses of gonadotropic hormones, FSH and LH.  Intratesticular 
testosterone also is important in maintaining spermatogenesis as well as 
maintaining sex drive, or libido, in the bull after sexual  maturity.
Growth and Maintenance of the Bulls
In the beginning of commercial AI, adult bulls with natural service proofs (records 
on cows in the owner’s herd) were recruited.  These bulls were already seniors by 
the time of purchase.  What were the nutritional requirements to maintain high 
sperm production, high libido, and a long physically active life?  Most studies 
with dairy animals had been conducted with cows requiring high energy intakes 
for milk production and reproduction.  Recommendations were not suitable for 
bulls.  Studies at Cornell in the 1940s demonstrated that a 12% protein concentrate 
supplementing a mixed grass hay diet fully met the needs of mature bulls.  No 
animal proteins, wheat germ, or vitamin A supplements were needed, contrary 
to some beliefs and clever merchandizing by salesmen.
One fault with these early rations was that the concentrate fed was formulated 
to supply adequate calcium utilized by the cow to nourish the growing fetus and 
produce calcium-rich milk.  Bulls fed this ration accumulated too much calcium 
with over-ossification leading to fractured vertebrae.  The concentrate supplement 
was reformulated with appropriately reduced calcium.
As the AI program grew, selected bull calves were brought to AI centers for 
rearing.  It was important that they grow rapidly to reach puberty and produce 
good quality semen at an early age to use for insemination to establish their 
genetic transmitting ability.  Balanced rations promoting rapid growth, and early 
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onset of spermatogenesis were desirable, provided that the feed was scaled back 
as animals matured to avoid overcondition (fat).  Each selected bull represented 
an investment of tens of thousands of dollars, so a long reproductive life after 
selection was necessary to recover the costs.
Sexual Behavior and Frequency of Semen Collection
In the early stages of AI only a few cows were enrolled in the program.  Once 
every one or two weeks a bull was brought out and allowed to mount a cow and 
semen was collected into an artificial vagina.  Other bulls also were ejaculated on a 
similar schedule assuring that enough sperm were collected to meet the needs.
As the AI programs grew more sperm per sire were needed to meet the 
demand.  Studies at Pennsylvania State University, Cornell University, the 
University of Illinois and Michigan State University demonstrated that the simple 
procedure of collecting a sample of semen occasionally harvested only a small 
fraction of the sperm produced.  The paired testes of a mature bull manufactured 
billions of sperm each day.  This is a true miracle of life.
With appropriate teaser (mount) animals and manipulation of the bulls in 
a favorable sexual preparation setting most bulls increased their libido.  The 
number of sperm per semen collection increased.  It was found that bulls could be 
ejaculated two or three times a day twice per week.  Under these conditions bulls 
ejaculated about 30 billion sperm per week.  Experimental attempts to stimulate 
greater sperm production or increase libido through a variety of hormonal, 
pheremonal, or other treatments have been unsuccessful.
Semen Characteristics and Evaluation
In the foregoing section it was established that large numbers of sperm can be 
harvested.  Equally important is their quality and potential fertility, and how 
this potential can be estimated?  This has been the focus of thousands of studies, 
a few of which are discussed in Part II.  
Sperm numbers in a semen sample were determined by measuring the volume 
(ml) of the ejaculate and the sperm concentration per ml.  The simplest estimate of 
a sperm cell’s viability was determined by evaluating sperm motility with the aid of 
a microscope.  Methods of preparing wet semen smears for micoscopic observation 
varied, as did subjective estimates of the rate of swimming speed and percentage of 
swimming cells.  Although these estimates were positively correlated with fertility, 
the correlations were low.  More recently computer-assisted sperm analysis (CASA) 
has improved the quantification of motion characteristics of sperm.
Under certain conditions, such as a cool temperature, sperm are immobilized, 
and the question arose, what proportion of sperm cells are alive?  Supravital stains 
such as nigrosin-eosin, aniline blue-eosin, and fast green-eosin showed that live 
cells with intact plasma membranes do not allow the eosin stain to penetrate the 
cells.  They remained unstained.  This proportion of cells usually was higher than 
the percentage of motile cells.
Staining of cells of many types, including sperm cells, to determine their 
general shape had been well developed when AI started.  So sperm morphology 
was determined, especially as some of the bulls used in the beginning of AI 
produced a substantial proportion of abnormal forms of sperm cells.  After 
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multiple generations of selection, bulls used today produce a high proportion of 
normally shaped sperm.  The foregoing tests were the most widely used initially to 
evaluate sperm quality.  In the 1960s researchers at Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
used advanced microscopy to evaluate the acrosome.  This cap on the sperm cell 
plays a fundamental role in fertilization, so abnormal acrosomes and loss of the 
acrosome were predictors of reduced fertility.
Tests such as pH of semen, oxygen consumption by sperm, and other tests 
of sperm metabolism did not add more useful information than was obtained 
by the previous tests.   DNA variability among sperm was reported in the 1950s, 
but the tests were very complicated and not used.  More recently new stains and 
flow cytometry permit objective and rapid evaluation of variation in sperm DNA 
content and integrity, characteristics that have been positively correlated with 
fertility.
Preservation of Sperm
For many years the AI industry depended upon being able to maintain the fertility 
of sperm at 5ºC (40ºF) for at least 2 days after semen collection, until it could be 
delivered to inseminate cows.  A great help for preserving liquid bull semen was 
the discovery by Dr. Paul Phillips at Wisconsin in 1939 that egg yolk in an egg 
yolk-phosphate buffer protected sperm.  Glenn Salisbury and colleagues at Cornell 
soon improved the medium with a yolk-citrate combination in 1941.  Also it was 
discovered that the lipoproteins of egg yolk, in addition to protecting sperm at a 
convenient storage temperature of 5ºC, protected sperm from coldshock during 
cooling from body temperature to 5ºC.  Later, heated milk in various forms was 
developed to preserve bull sperm.
Venereal diseases, particularly vibriosis caused by Vibrio fetus (later called 
Campylobacter fetus), were a problem in natural service.  Some infected bulls 
with natural service proofs were bought for AI service as the disease was not 
detected.  Work at Cornell with sulfanilamide, then with penicillin, streptomycin 
and polymyxin D, and at Pennsylvania State University with penicillin and 
streptomycin, showed that semen treatment prevented Vibrio infection.  This 
finding gave a major boost to fertility as herds using only AI soon were free 
from this disease.  Then AI expanded rapidly.  Later, staff at the New York State 
Veterinary College at Cornell eliminated Vibrio fetus in the bull stud.
A remarkable, somewhat accidental discovery by British workers in the late 
1940s was that bull sperm could be frozen successfully provided that glycerol 
was added to the medium for preserving sperm.  Before this discovery could 
be used practically, methods of freezing, new packaging, and low-temperature 
storage units had to be developed.  Methods for proper thawing and handling 
of the thawed semen also had to be developed (see Part II).  By the mid 1950s 
frozen bull semen was being used commercially.  J. Rockefeller Prentice, owner of 
American Breeders Service, gave a substantial sum of money to Union Carbide, 
and its Linde Division to improve the insulation of tanks to store frozen semen 
in liquid nitrogen at -196ºC.  The whole cryobiology industry flourished after 
that development.
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Sperm Numbers and Sire Power
Now all the conditions were in place for most individual bulls to produce enough 
sperm to meet the demands.  Several of these conditions had been established 
before they became critical in AI.  In the late 1930s Danish veterinarians 
established that sperm could be deposited with a pipette through the cervix of 
the cow into the uterus, guided by one gloved hand inserted into the rectum to 
the point where the cervix could be grasped and manipulated.  Many fewer sperm 
were needed for insemination when they did not have to navigate through the 
tortuous cervix.  Then Salisbury and colleagues in the 1940s and 1950s reported 
that fresh bull semen  diluted (later called extended) with preserving media to 5 
to 10 million sperm per insemination resulted in maximal fertility.
With proper sexual preparation a bull could ejaculate 30 billion sperm per 
week, enough to inseminate 3,000 cows with 10 million sperm per cow.  However, 
not all the liquid semen could be used within 2 days of collection.  In contrast, 
nearly all the semen frozen can be stored until used, but about 20 million frozen 
sperm per insemination are required for optimal fertility.   
Fertility (Conception Rate)
High conception rates were important for AI to succeed.  A reliable method 
for  measuring conception rates simply and on a wide sample or population 
of inseminated cows was very important.  Bulls, semen quality, processing 
procedures, and inseminator skills all required evaluation to improve fertility. 
Pregnancy diagnosis by veterinarians was available only sporadically and on a 
limited basis.  A.W. Thompson, at the local AI cooperative, and Glenn Salisbury at 
Cornell, in 1947 developed the highly successful nonreturn-rate method.  Because 
all cows inseminated were reported to the cooperative, the date of every return or 
repeat service also was reported.  These data provided the information necessary 
to tabulate the nonreturn cows and calculate the overall rate at specified intervals 
by bull, inseminator, herd, etc.  Today many other methods are being researched, 
particularly as frozen semen from multiple sources used within a herd results in 
little nonreturn data being reported.
Current Technologies Under Development
Sexed Sperm
It is possible to sort sperm by gender potential quite accurately.  This is done by 
staining the sperm DNA, and detecting the difference in DNA content between 
“male” and “female” sperm containing the sex chromosomes.  Flow cytometry 
is used to separate sperm very rapidly.  However, billions of sperm must be sexed 
and only a few million sperm per hour can be sexed.  Only a small fraction 
of sperm separated most completely are used.  Therefore sexed sperm are not 
widely available, despite the fact that producing mostly female calves in a dairy 
herd would be very valuable.  Special uses of sexed sperm such as for IVF with 
the production of female embryos could be practical.  Relatively few sperm are 
required for IVF.
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Freeze-Dried Sperm
 Mouse sperm can be freeze-dried with the result that microinjection of 
freeze-dried sperm into oocytes can result in viable embryos.  As sexed freeze-
dried sperm presumably can be stored cheaply and successfully for many years, 
this may be an inexpensive method for preserving special germ plasm.  It will have 
little application in commercial AI because the sperm are killed in the process. 
The DNA remains functional but requires microinjection into an oocyte for 
fertilization and development to be initiated.  
The Female Component
In contrast with the male, the female is born with all the oocytes (eggs) it will ever have.  Up to several million oogonia may be produced by mitotic divisions 
in the ovary of the fetus.  Surviving oogonia undergo the first division of meiosis. 
Then primary oocytes produced are arrested before completing meiosis I, and 
they are stored in that condition.  A majority of oocytes will regress continuously 
and be lost.    Other oocytes are stored in primary follicles, and later in secondary 
and tertiary follicles.  Only a few of the original millions of oocytes will reach 
the tertiary follicle stage and be ovulated once the estrous cycle begins in the 
sexually mature female (see Part II).
The Estrous Cycle
Estrous cycles herald the initiation of puberty.  The hypothalamus becomes 
more active at puberty.  Episodic surges of gonadotropins, particularly LH, act 
on the ovary causing one follicle to become dominant over other large tertiary 
follicles.  Estrogen (E2) secretion by the follicle increases, and surges of LH 
stimulate ovulation.
The E2 surge causes the cow to display behavioral signs of estrus before the 
LH peak occurs.  The interval from the start of estrus to the LH peak averages 
about 9 hours, but it is highly variable.  Ovulation occurs about 22 to 29 hours 
later, which is after the end of estrus.  A corpus luteum (CL) grows in the ruptured 
follicle area, producing progesterone (P4).  The secretion of P4 prevents estrus 
and further ovulation from occurring again for about 21 days.  The young CL 
grows rapidly, maintains P4 secretion, and then regresses, so that the decline in 
P4, accompanied by an increase in E2 results in estrus on the average about every 
21 days.  However, there is considerable variation in length of various estrous 
cycles.
Detection of Estrus
Accurate detection of estrus by the farm manager or by designated individuals 
was and is extremely important for insemination to occur at the proper time. 
It is fortunate that cows ovulate after the end of estrus, and sperm survive for 
several hours in the female tract, providing a substantial window of opportunity 
for successful insemination.  The optimal time of insemination is about 5 to 17 
hours after the beginning of estrus.
It is important that cows be observed frequently enough so that the first 
detection of estrus coincides rather closely with the true beginning of estrus. 
Great emphasis in cooperative extension programs was placed on helping dairy 
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farmers to implement a standard plan for detecting estrus.  The sign of the cow 
standing when mounted was supplemented with other signs:  the behavior of 
riding others, increased activity, and vaginal mucus discharge.  Many aids were 
produced commercially that showed that the cow had been mounted but did not 
require continuous visual observation.  Electronic equipment was developed to 
monitor each cow’s activity and the data were transmitted to a computer.
Time to Inseminate Cows During Estrus
Inseminators planned their routes, where possible, to inseminate first in the 
morning those cows seen in estrus (heat) the night before.  Those seen in estrus 
for the first time in the morning were inseminated later in the day.  This was 
known as the “A.M. – P.M., and P.M. – A.M. Rule.”  It was developed in the 1940s 
by Dr. George Trimberger, then at Nebraska, after careful observation of cows 
and palpation of their ovaries every 2 hours to detect ovulation.  Inseminations 
were performed at different times during estrus to determine when the highest 
conception rate occurred.  Based upon this research the practical rule was 
established.
In large herds many herd owners now keep banks of frozen semen on the 
farm.  They attend training schools to learn proper techniques for thawing frozen 
semen and to practice proper insemination techniques.  Good conception rates 
can be obtained by experienced farm personnel.  As these inseminations are not 
reported to the semen supplier, little information is available to the supplier on 
conception rates.  Special programs involving cooperating herds often must be 
organized to obtain fertility information on semen used.
Fixed-Time Insemination with Controlled Ovulation Time
Detection of estrus by frequent observation of cows is time consuming, and time 
is a precious commodity on a dairy farm.  As herds became larger, identification 
of specific cows in estrus in large groups became more difficult.  Could cows be 
managed so that a group of cows at a desirable period after calving have their 
estrous cycle controlled?  Then all could be inseminated conveniently at a fixed 
time.  This idea also had the potential for avoiding weekend inseminations. 
Research on controlling ovulation time in heifers by administering progesterone 
for a preset time started with work by Lester Ulberg and Lester Casida at 
Wisconsin in 1951.  Other progestagens became available for use along with 
estrogens.  By the 1970s prostaglandin F2alpha (PGF2a) and analogs became 
available to control ovulation time.  Administration of PGF2a was used to control 
destruction of the corpus luteum (CL). Later, synthetic gonadotropic-releasing 
factors (natural GnRH and analogs) became available.  Many agricultural colleges 
and pharmaceutical companies began conducting hundreds of trials using 
various combinations of progestagens or sequential treatment with GnRH and 
PGF2a (see Part II for details).  Systems for controlled ovulation with fixed-time 
insemination were developed.  They are used in many large herds.  The systems 
are convenient and save labor, but the cost of drugs and administration must be 
balanced against the convenience.
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Superovulation and Embryo Transfer
Methods were developed in the 1960s to superovulate cows, inseminate them, 
and collect embryos from the oviducts by surgical methods.  Thus, a superior 
cow could produce more offspring following transfer of the embryos to recipients. 
Surgery was eliminated in the 1970s following Japanese and English research 
that demonstrated how the entire procedure could be conducted nonsurgically 
by collecting older embryos from the uterus and transferring them to uteri of 
recipients.
A problem still existed.  A large number of recipients at the correct stage of 
the estrous cycle (same stage as the donor) was needed.  Methods were developed 
for synchronizing donor and recipients, but one could not predict in advance 
how many good embryos would be obtained and, therefore, how many recipients 
to synchronize.
This problem was overcome in the 1970s with the discovery that mouse 
embryos could be frozen in a medium containing glycerol by use of a procedure 
modified from the one used for bull sperm.  Soon this embryo freezing procedure 
was modified for successful cryopreservation of bovine embryos.  Frozen 
embryos could be stored until suitable recipients, either undergoing natural or 
controlled estrous cycles, were available.  These major biotechnology advances 
made it practical to increase bull power tremendously through AI and cow power 
somewhat through superovulation and embryo transfer.
Embryo culture methods also improved greatly in the 1960s, 70s, and 80s. 
Good culture methods made it possible to use oocytes aspirated from ovarian 
follicles at any time of the estrous cycle, during pregnancy, or from juveniles 
approaching puberty.  These oocytes were matured and fertilized in vitro (IVF). 
Then they were cultured to the blastocyst stage and transferred to recipients or 
frozen the same way in which  blastocysts produced naturally were processed.
Genetic Improvement:  Sire and Cow Sampling
A method of sampling and testing young sires for their genetic ability to sire high-producing offspring had been developed by Charles Henderson 
at Cornell by 1950.  This genetic research was essential because sires proved 
in natural service reflected primarily the type of management that daughters 
received in one herd.  This obscured their genetic value.  Their proofs were not 
repeatable in AI.  So the system of sampling many young bulls in many herds 
using AI and selecting a few superior bulls was developed and adopted by AI 
organizations in the 1950s.
In the 1980s multiple ovulation-embryo transfer (MOET) programs were 
established by a few AI organizations.  These programs were designed to make 
possible more intensive genetic selection on both the sires and dams to accelerate 
genetic progress.  However, despite the intensive selection of dams the major 
contribution to genetic progress was through the bull.
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Modern Cow Milk Production and Reproduction
Dairy cows in 2005 are individually fed a ration balanced for their milk production and stage of lactation, all possible with computers, transponders, 
and feeding concentrates in the milking parlor.  The administration of growth 
hormone (bovine somatotropin, bST) has increased metabolic efficiency and 
total production.  Milking 3 times per day also is required to empty the storage 
container (udder) for a refill to obtain maximal milk output of high-producing 
cows.
The result of all of the changes in reproductive biotechnology plus improved 
feeding and management is that the average Holstein cow produces three times 
as much milk as her forebearers 50 years ago.  Today 9,000,000 cows produce 
more milk than 21 to 22 million cows did 50 years ago.  With the cow diverting 
so much energy into milk production, the cow is in a negative energy balance for 
about 2 months after calving.  During this time reproductive fitness is reduced 
because the demand for milk production takes priority.  The result is pregnancy 
rates resulting from a single insemination during the first 2 to 3 months after 
calving are reduced to about 35 to 45 percent compared with 60 to 65 percent 
50 years ago.
Future
Many changes in dairy cattle reproductive management occurring during the past 100 years have been described.  More of the science and technical 
details are documented in Part II.
What does the future hold?  Experts in reproduction, nutrition, and other 
aspects of management are using mathematical skills and computers to mine 
the published data to construct models.  These models will reveal components 
where important data are lacking, which will lead to design of new experiments. 
Refined models will indicate better ways of optimally managing dairy animals. 
The optimal system may not be the one designed for maximal production.  It 
will consider a variety of inputs and outputs relative to the health of the cow, the 
economy of the farm, the environment and society.
Genetic selection of animals also may be modified.  Genomic analysis of 
animals at birth may be of value in making initial selections of animals to raise 
for further testing.  Will cloning and genetic engineering play roles in breeding 
and reproduction?  It is likely that a few of the most outstanding bulls will be 
cloned as insurance against injury and possibly for more widespread distribution 
of the bull’s genes.  Genetic engineering to produce hornless bulls siring  hornless 
females also would be of considerable economic value.  Engineering a bull so that 
only females would be reproduced would be of great value.  There are numerous 
other possibilities.  However, it is unlikely that cloning of cattle will become 
commonplace because of the complexity and cost compared with the simple 
powerful technology of AI.
Note: A more complete technical text follows as Part II.
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Introduction
Domestic mammals have played a major role in the survival and development of  various cultures of Homo sapiens.  Ruminants, such as cattle, goats and 
sheep have provided human beings with nutritious protein and calcium (milk 
and meat), clothing (hide and hair), power, fuel (dried dung), organic fertilizer 
and companionship.  Of great importance is the ability of ruminants to convert 
energy from the sun that has been utilized by plants through photosynthesis to 
produce huge quantities of feed for animals.  While some of the plant materials 
fed to animals compete for food for human consumption, the most abundant 
plant material, cellulose, is a major part of the diet of ruminants, and it is of little 
food value for humans.
In many areas of the world the chief source of milk is from the family goats, 
scrounging on grass, leaves, garbage and other inedibles for humans.  Even 
in rapidly developing economic powers, such as China, currently there are 
100,000,000 goats and only 3,000,000 dairy cows.  It is estimated that 25,000,000 
dairy cows are needed to improve the diets of children, many of the sick and elderly 
in China.  However, in most of the industrial nations milk is produced on large 
dairy farms and processed into many kinds of dairy products.  On these farms 
efficient high producing cows convert forages, supplemented with mixtures of 
grain, into highly digestible nutritious milk.
The greatest advances in both the reproductive and genetic aspects of 
breeding dairy cattle have occurred in the 20th century, the focus for this article. 
However, an overview of the state of knowledge and art of breeding prior to 1900 
is included as a starting point for describing the advances made subsequently. 
Suggested sources for more information include Marshall (1910), Asdell (1964), 
Mann (1964), Salisbury et al. (1978), van Tienhoven (1983), Setchell (1984), Cupps 
(1991) and Knobil and Neill (1998).
Early History
The process of sexual reproduction has fascinated human beings throughout 
history.  Many great thinkers in early recorded history, such as Aristotle, stated 
views on the subject, based on assumptions and myths current at the time.  Few 
facts were established until the 1600s when de Graaf published the details of testis 
structure in 1668 and described the Graafian follicle in the ovary in 1672.  He 
was the first person to describe the seminiferous tubules of the testis.  He was a 
remarkable individual whose career was cut short by death at 32 years of age.
The Netherlands was the center of other fundamental discoveries, partly 
because of the superb magnifying glasses made there.  The most famous maker of 
lenses to form simple microscopes was van Leeuwenhoek (1632 to 1723).  Totally 
untrained in science he began at the age of 39 to experiment with grinding lenses. 
An interesting side of van Leeuwenhoek was his global view of the world.  He 
predicted that the planet could not sustain more than 13 billion people.  The very 
best of his 550 lenses remaining today have a resolving power of 1.4 microns.  His 
method of grinding lenses was secret, and no one produced better lenses until 
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the 19th century.  With this equipment van Leeuwenhoek and a medical student, 
Johan Ham, observed sperm swimming in seminal plasma.  Van Leeuwenhoek 
reported this observation of “animalculis” in 1678, with an accurate description 
of the gross morphology of a sperm cell.  These discoveries led to a new concept 
of fertilization in which it was assumed that the sperm cell was the main source 
of new life.  Others believed that the egg was the chief source of new life.  In 
any event, the discovery of sperm in the seminal plasma added to the concept 
that the male contributed a vital component to reproduction because it was also 
widely known that castration produced sterility.  Castration was associated with 
various religious rites and the production of eunuchs was common in various 
early civilizations.  Also, castration was used as a form of punishment or revenge 
in some cultures (Setchell, 1984).
It remained for Spallanzani in the 1780s to explore the nature of fertilization 
in mammals.  In 1784 he performed the first documented artificial insemination 
in dogs.  Following insemination of a bitch three pups were born 62 days later, a 
normal period of gestation for the dog.  Later he filtered semen and found that 
it was only the residue on the filter and not the fluid filtrate that could produce 
a pregnancy.
The 1800s became the golden age for further elucidation of the function 
of the testes and ovaries (Marshall, 1910).  In 1841 Kölliker established that 
sperm came from the testis and in 1871 Von Ebner described different stages of 
spermatogenesis in cross-sections of the seminiferous tubules.  In 1865 Sertoli 
was the first one to clearly describe the Sertoli cells (Setchell, 1984) that play a 
major role in coordinating the process of spermatogenesis within the seminiferous 
tubules.  The interstitial cells (Leydig cells) that produce testosterone were 
described earlier by Leydig in 1850.
In 1827 Von Baer described a mammalian ovum.  He was astonished after 
removing an ovum from the ovarian follicle to recognize that it was just as he 
had seen ova or eggs in the Fallopian tubes.  
The main features of a mammalian ovary were described by Waldeyer in 
1870 (see Marshall, 1910), along with the process of ovum formation.  He noted 
the rare occurrence of two ova in one follicle.
The ovaries and testes were known to be organs of secretion affecting other 
parts of the body.  This was based on observations that when the primary sex 
organs were removed, or gonadal injuries or deficiencies occurred prepubertally, 
sexual development was altered.  Also, in the late 1800s and early 1900s several 
reports indicated that sexual function was restored when sex organs were 
transplanted to other areas of the body.  An often cited case is that of Brown-
Séquard who in 1889 reported that injections of ovarian or testicular extracts 
affected reproductive vigor.  No active principles responsible for these changes 
had been isolated, but in 1905 Starling proposed the term “hormone”, from the 
Greek (indicating arousal) to identify this class of chemical substances.
The placenta was recognized by Harvey in 1651 as an organ bringing nutrients 
to the fetus.  Little more was known about the placenta until the 1800s.
Marshall’s book “The Physiology of Reproduction” (1910) is a gem as a source 
of information up to the early 1900s.  It is a critical comprehensive compilation of 
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information that had been published primarily in English, German and French. 
The book is dedicated to Marshall’s friend, Walter Heape.  Heape (1891) collected 
young embryos in rabbits, transferred them to recipient rabbits and produced 
young.  Reproductive technology has never been the same since.
The Twentieth Century
So the foundations were laid for many remarkable discoveries in the 20
th 
century.  Basic discoveries made with laboratory animals, such as rats and 
rabbits, usually preceded those with domestic animals.  Because of the similarity 
in reproductive function among mammals, advances in knowledge gained in 
one species usually furthered understanding of reproductive function in other 
species.  Therefore, discoveries in several species will be relevant in discussing the 
remarkable development of reproductive biotechnologies which have had great 
impact in the practical breeding of dairy cattle worldwide in the 20th century. 
Emphasis in this treatise is on the adult animal, excluding fetal development 
(Wells, 1959).
The Male Component
The Testis and Spermatogenesis
The testis (Albert, 1961), with its prodigious production of sperm cells, is the 
most important organ that made possible the tremendous application (Foote, 
1981) of artificial insemination (AI).  This potential is one of the major reasons 
why animal scientists have focused much attention on the mechanism by which 
billions of sperm are produced by the testis.  Studies at Cornell University were 
facilitated by the location of a large AI cooperative on the edge of the university 
campus (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1     Inspection in 1945 of the new artificial breeding center (NYABC) under construction on the edge of the Cornell University campus.  
In the front row (L to R) are Professor Glenn Salisbury, Governor Thomas Dewey, and H.E. Babcock, chairman of the C.U. Board of Trustees.  
In the center, 2nd row, is Cornell president Edmund Day and on his left is Professor F.B. Morrison.  Behind President Day is Harold “Cap” 
Creal, a leading dairyman in NY State.  Others are unidentified.  This unique harmonious cooperation between farmers, the state and the 
private university yielded enormous benefits to agriculture.  Photograph loaned by Mrs. Dorothy Salisbury.
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Large scale AI was practiced in Russia, particularly in horses, starting in 1899 
(see Ivanoff, 1922).  It spread to Japan and western Europe subsequently (Foote, 
1999).  In the United States AI was reported to have been tried in a few herds in 
several states, but commercial AI was initiated in the US in 1938 (Perry, 1968; 
Herman, 1981; Sipher, 1991) after several American scientists visited Denmark 
where AI cooperatives were operating.
Modern investigation of the details of the kinetics and duration of 
spermatogenesis became intensive in the late 1940s.  Roosen-Runge and Giesel 
(1950), LeBlond and Clermont (1952) and Clermont and LeBlond (1953) published 
detailed descriptions of the stages of the cycle of the seminiferous epithelium in 
the rat, Ortavant in the ram (1954) and Swierstra and Foote (1963, 1965) in the 
rabbit.  Amann (1962) described spermatogenesis in the bull, and Berndtson and 
Desjardins added a detailed description in 1974.
The organization of the testis to produce trillions of sperm cells yearly, and 
maintain stem cells as a source of continuous supply of sperm cells is one of the 
biologic wonders of the world.  Not only is the number of cells produced almost 
beyond comprehension, but the differentiation of the spermatogonia type A 
stem cells into sperm cells requires enormous changes to produce a cell with 
more than 2000 parts.  This process of spermatogenesis goes on continuously in 
the seminiferous tubules coiled throughout the testis in assembly lines that total 
about one mile in length.   A portion of a seminiferous tubule is shown in Fig. 2 
(Amann and Schanbacher, 1983). 
The initial step in the events to convert a spermatogonium, type A, into 
a sperm cell involves mitotic cell divisions to produce many spermatogonia. 
Then a sequence of two highly specialized divisions of meiosis result first in 
primary spermatocytes and then in secondary spermatocytes with only one set 
of chromosomes in each cell.  The original spermatogonia have a paired set of 
chromosomes, typical of all body cells.  Only in the testis of the male and in the 
ovary of the female does meiosis occur.  It is necessary for each gamete (sperm 
and oocyte) to contain only one complete set of chromosomes because the paired 
set of chromosomes will be restored by fertilization.  Another amazing complex 
event occurs during meiosis, and that is each homologous pair of chromosomes 
synapse (come together) and exchange some parts.  This assures that there will 
be great genetic diversity, as each member of a chromosome pair is randomly 
distributed to progeny cells.
Accompanying the mitotic spermatogonial divisions and the two 
divisions of meiosis is an enormous synthesis of the hereditary material of life, 
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).  Each cell contains several billion chemical bases 
that must be assembled in the correct sequence to produce new chromosomes, 
locking in the correct genetic information.
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The next phase in the production of sperm is to transform these approximately 
round secondary spermatocytes with one full set of chromosomes into the typical 
mammalian sperm cell.  This process is called spermiogenesis.  Many genes that 
have been inactive previously are turned on here to direct formation of sperm. 
For example, actin filaments gradually form bundles of fibers that produced the 
tail (flagellum) of the sperm cell.  The nucleus of the secondary spermatocyte 
becomes the principal component of the head of the sperm cell to which the 
flagellum is attached.  Wrapped around the flagellum adjacent to the head is a 
mitochondrial sheath that provides the energy for the tail to propel the sperm. 
Golgi bodies are transformed into an acrosomal cap overlying the apical portion 
of the sperm head.  The plasma membrane and other membranes retained are 
important also for proper functioning of the sperm cell.  Much of the cytoplasmic 
material is discarded, as the fully formed sperm cell basically is a package of 
Fig. 2     Drawing of a portion of a seminiferous tubule containing the spermatogenic elements in 
the basal and adluminal compartments and the interstitial compartment outside of the tubules 
where androgens are secreted.  Secondary spermatocytes are not shown (see text).  From Amann and 
Schanbacher, J. Anim. Sci. 57(Suppl. 2):380-403.  1983.  By permission.
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genetic material in the head with a motor and propeller (flagellum).  The sole 
function of this cell is to deliver one set of chromosomes, the paternal genome, 
to the egg to initiate the beginning of a new discrete individual.
Much of this whole process of spermatogenesis is coordinated by Sertoli 
cells, amazing flexible cells to which the germ cells are attached within the 
seminiferous tubules until they are mature and released into the lumen of the 
seminiferous tubules and leave the testis.  The whole process to form a sperm 
cell in the bull requires about 61 days, so changes in quality of ejaculated semen 
may reflect testicular insults two months earlier.  The whole process of sperm 
formation is amazing.  Many more details than are given here can be found in 
Amann (1962), Foote (1969), Johnson, Gomes and VanDemark (1970), Clermont 
(1972), Amann and Schanbacher (1983), Foote and Berndtson (1992) and Knobil 
and Neill (1998).
A practical application of the testicular studies was the recognition that the 
larger the testes the longer was the total sperm production line formed by the 
seminiferous tubules.  Early histologists had noted this in the 1800s.  Consequently, 
many studies (see references in Foote, 1969, 1984, 1998; Amann, 1970) revealed 
that there was a high correlation between testis size and sperm output.  This 
feature was important for AI organizations.  In the 1960s Foote and coworkers 
undertook a multiple year study to measure several thousand testes of bulls in 
seven AI organizations.  The heritability of testicular size was 0.67 (Coulter et 
al., 1976).  This high heritability indicates that important progress can be made 
in selecting lines of bulls not only with superior genetics for milk production, 
but also bulls with large testes to produce more sperm to transfer genes to tens of 
thousands of progeny.  A positive correlation was found between testicular size 
of bulls and milk production of their daughters (Coulter and Foote, 1979).
So taking simple measurements of testicular size (Foote, 1969) is important. 
Veterinary theriogenologists include testis size as an important part of the 
breeding soundness examination of bulls (Cates, 1975).  Other important 
noninvasive measurements of testis quality and function include testicular 
consistency (Hahn et al., 1969), ultrasonic profiles (Coulter and Bailey, 1988), 
and evaluation by thermography (Kastelic et al., 1997).
Endocrine Regulation of Testicular Function and Sexual Behavior
The major endocrine component of the testis is composed of clusters of cells, 
called Leydig cells, distributed throughout the interstitial areas among the 
seminiferous tubules (Fig. 2).  
These cells secrete the male hormone testosterone (T
4
) and small quantities of 
other steroid hormones.  The production of T
4
 is stimulated by the pituitary 
release of the gonadotropic hormone LH (luteinizing hormone), and a hormonal 
balance is maintained as T
4
 exerts a negative effect on the hypothalamus and 
anterior pituitary gland (Amann and Schanbacher, 1983).  The intratesticular 
concentration of testosterone is much higher than in the peripheral blood due to 
the venous-arterial transfer of the hormone in the vascular bed, the pampiniform 
plexus.  Thus T
4
 secreted by the testis is locally recycled through the testis.  This 
high concentration of testosterone is important in maintaining spermatogenesis, 
as was shown in elegant studies by Dvoskin (1944), that were overlooked by 
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subsequent researchers.  The secretion of FSH in the male is modulated by a 
weak feedback of T
4
 on the hypothalamus and anterior pituitary gland, a similar 
effect of inhibin produced by Sertoli cells, and by estradiol converted from T4 
by aromatase activity.  Sertoli cells also secrete androgen binding protein that 
carries T4 through excurrent ducts to the epididymis.
Development of spermatogenesis in prepubertal animals also is dependent 
upon the secretion of the gonadotropic hormones, FSH and LH, with LH playing 
a dominant role acting on the Leydig cells stimulating secretion of testosterone. 
The tonic release of LH becomes more pulsatile stimulated by surges in GnRH as 
puberty approaches (Schanbacher, 1981; Amann, 1983).  The endocrine pattern 
for bulls is similar to other species.  For references to the interaction of hormones 
in the hypothalamic-pituitary-testicular axis excellent reviews are available 
(Johnson, Gomes and VanDemark, 1970; Hafs and McCarthy, 1979; Amann and 
Schanbacher, 1983; Cupps, 1991).
Attempts to alter permanently the sexual behavior and sperm output of bulls 
through injections of compounds influencing hormone secretions in bulls have 
been ineffective (Hafs and McCarthy, 1979).  Studies with castrated males (steers) 
by McDonald et al., 1976), Sawyer and Fulkerson (1981) and Dykeman et al. (1982) 
demonstrated that T
4
 and especially estradiol (E
2
) were powerful stimulators of 
libido in steers.  Estradiol was approximately 1000 times as potent as T
4
 in eliciting 
many of the sexual behavioral characteristics of mature bulls (Dykeman et al., 
1982), but responses to E
2
 and T
4
 were not completely identical.  This indicates 
that both hormones may play a role in promoting male sexual behavior.  The fact 
that T
4
 can be aromatized to E
2
 suggests that the conversion of small quantities 
of T
4
 to E
2
 by the male and/or secretion of small quantities of E
2
 by Sertoli cells 
may be necessary for the full expression of the complement of sexual behaviors 
in the bull.  This concept is supported by the failure of dihydrotestosterone to 
promote male sexual behavior (Dykeman et al., 1982).  Dihydrotestosterone 
cannot be converted to E
2
, although doses given were sufficient to influence 
penile development (Sawyer and Fulkerson, 1981).
Bulls vary considerably in circulating concentrations of T
4
.  However, no 
correlation was established in a large bull stud between the concentration of 
blood plasma T
4
 and sexual behavior (Foote et al., 1976).  From this result it is 
concluded that bulls with low libido have problems other than low circulating 
T
4
 concentrations which affect their sexual behavior.  A summary of the Cornell 
studies on hormones and sexual behavior can be found in Foote (1998).
Nutrition of Young and Mature Bulls
When centers were formed to initiate commercial AI there was little information 
on how bulls should be fed to produce the best quality of semen.  It was often stated 
that bulls should be in “good working condition”, but what was that condition? 
Bulls brought into AI stations from private herds often appeared to be in show 
ring condition, with excess fat.
Research by Branton et al. (1947) resulted in establishing simple feeding 
standards to maintain bodyweight and high quality semen production.  In 
practical terms the ration recommended consisted of 0.46 lb of a simple grain 
concentrate supplement and 0.9 lbs of a mixed grass hay per 100 lbs of bodyweight. 
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A concentrate mixture containing 12% protein was adequate to maintain a 
healthy body condition.
Some believed that animal protein was necessary in the diet, but studies 
conducted by Branton et al. (1949), comparing animal versus plant proteins 
in the concentrate mixture, demonstrated that semen quality was equally well 
maintained by plant versus animal proteins.  Others believed that low fertility 
of bulls could be cured by feeding supplemental vitamin E.  However, Salisbury 
(1944) found no beneficial effects of supplementing the diet of bulls with 
wheat germ.  Vitamin A deficiency was known to impair testicular function in 
laboratory animals and also possibly bulls pastured under extremely dry range 
conditions.  However, bulls consuming good quality hay stored large amounts of 
carotene in the liver.  Feeding bulls a diet with minimal carotene had no effect 
on semen quality up to the time that the bulls showed other characteristics of 
vitamin A deficiency, such as visual impairment (Bratton et al., 1948).  So, the 
feeding requirements of mature bulls were met easily by the sound management 
of providing good quality hay and a limited concentrate supplement.  Too liberal 
feeding of adult bulls led to excess fatness and sluggishness (Almquist, 1982).
Unfortunately, for several years many adult bulls were fed a concentrate 
supplement readily available commercially for maintaining dry cows.  The 
low protein content was satisfactory, but the calcium content was high.  This 
concentrate feed had been formulated to provide calcium for fetal growth and 
the onset of lactation in cows.  This high calcium intake in mature bulls resulted 
in excessive calcification of the bones, especially of the vertebrae leading to 
osteopetrosis (Krook et al., 1969).  The loss in flexibility in the backbone in 
older bulls resulted in difficulty in mounting and also in injuries to the vertebral 
column.  The condition was not correctible in bulls having this problem, but was 
avoided subsequently by feeding new bulls a maintenance ration with appropriate 
concentrations of calcium.
Studies of genetic progress, and the initial lack of it in the AI industry, soon 
focused attention on the need to progeny test many young bulls and select only the 
few best bulls for extensive use.  Raising the bull calves in the AI center reduced 
the problem of possible spread of disease and provided an opportunity to feed 
them properly.  A new question arose.  What is the best nutrition program to grow 
bulls rapidly so that they can produce semen at an early age and have a long and 
fertile life if selected for use after progeny testing?  Extensive studies for 15 years 
were conducted by Bratton et al. (1961).  These studies demonstrated that bulls 
fed on low, medium (control), and high planes of nutrition for the first 80 weeks 
of life came into semen production at 58, 46 and 38 weeks of age.  Underfeeding 
also was shown by VanDemark et al. (1964) to delay puberty, whereas acceleration 
was economically valuable in being able to test the genetic ability of bulls at a 
young age by obtaining daughters sooner with milk production records.  All bulls 
were placed on a normal diet thereafter and performed equally well, avoiding the 
problems of overcondition (Almquist, 1982).  So providing excellent nutrition of 
young bulls was an important component of bull management.
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Management of Semen Collection
When AI of dairy cattle began to be widely accepted in the US by the late 1940s, 
demand for sperm from the top bulls sometimes exceeded the supply.  It was clear 
from the basic studies on the kinetics of spermatogenesis that bulls produced 
many more sperm than were harvested by the semen collection and scheduling 
procedures then being practiced by AI organizations.  This prompted researchers 
to study procedures that might stimulate bulls sexually so as to ejaculate more 
sperm at the time of semen collection, and to examine the potential of collecting 
semen more frequently.  Studies to examine both procedures were initiated at 
Cornell University by Bratton and colleagues (Collins et al., 1951; Bratton and 
Foote, 1954; Hafs et al., 1959), by Almquist et al. at Pennsylvania State University 
(Hale and Almquist, 1960; Amann, 1970; Almquist, 1973, 1982) and at Michigan 
State University (Hafs et al., 1962).
The conditions surrounding each bull at the time of semen collection were 
studied.  What were the novel conditions that would stimulate a bull to ejaculate 
the maximal number of sperm after a relatively short time of sexual preparation? 
It was found that several minutes of active stimulation were required, including 
a) false mounting of a teaser mount animal several times without allowing the 
bull to ejaculate, b) moving the bull and/or the teaser back and forth a few feet 
as needed for each bull, c) bringing the bull to another nearby location with a 
new teaser animal, or some combination of these variables.  Expert bull handlers 
learned what conditions were most appropriate for each bull.
Another factor studied was what kind of animal should be selected as a mount 
animal.  Originally cows were selected because they were the mount animals in 
natural service.  However, cows could be a source of infection if a bull accidentally 
was allowed to copulate with the mount animal.  Furthermore, they were not 
physically sturdy enough to be used for repeated mountings.  Fortunately, cattle 
are homosexual.  Other bulls or steers could be used for mount animals.
There was a steady supply of bulls rejected following the extensive genetic 
testing of young sires.  Bulls with a quiet temperament, and those that appeared 
to sexually stimulate the service sires were selected as mount animals.  While 
under some conditions the presence of an estrogenized animal may have been 
a slight added attraction (Brockett et al., 1994), having a variety of mount bulls 
available filled the needs for sexual preparation of most bulls.
Comfortable housing and good footing during semen collection to avoid 
slipping and injury were essential.  Warm temperature and suitable pressure 
of the artificial vagina (AV) also were important positive variables necessary to 
provide the optimal conditions for collecting semen from each bull (MacMillan 
et al., 1966; Seidel and Foote, 1969a).  Protection against coldshocking the sperm 
when semen was collected under cold environmental conditions was required 
(Fig. 3).  These conditions were carefully researched and evaluated under practical 
conditions using bulls in AI organizations (Salisbury and Willett, 1940; Saacke 
et al., 1982).  Size of the artificial vagina was especially important to insure that 
most of the sperm ejaculated were deposited in  the AV at the entrance to the 
semen collection tube.  Otherwise millions of sperm could be lost adhering to 
the walls of the AV (Foote and Heath, 1963).  Loss of these sperm meant loss 
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of the potential to inseminate the maximal number of cows.  These studies on 
semen collection equipment were aided by high speed motion photography and 
subsequent analysis frame by frame (Seidel and Foote, 1969b).
The earliest method of collecting semen was by massaging the vesicular glands 
per rectum.  Later electroejaculation of bulls (Dziuk et al., 1954) was studied as 
an alternative method of collecting semen.  The electrical method has found 
application with beef bulls on ranches and at auctions for breeding soundness 
examinations.  However, training bulls to serve the AV in the AI industry was 
superior, except for an occasional injured sire unable to mount.  
Frequency of Semen Collection and Sperm Output
The general concept held initially by the AI industry that frequent semen 
collection resulted in lowered sperm quality and fertility was challenged initially 
by modest increases in frequency of semen collection from one time per week to 
two ejaculations within an 8-day period (Bratton and Foote, 1954).  The more 
frequent semen collections increased sperm output with no loss in fertility.  Hafs 
et al. (1959) collected semen on a daily basis versus a group of bulls ejaculated 
on a weekly basis for 32 weeks.  Only the semen collectors became tired.  The 
bulls ejaculated daily greatly increased sperm output per week, and their 
fertility following a total of 49,244 inseminations was as high as that for the 
bulls ejaculated weekly.  Elegant studies carried out at Penn State (Amann, 1970; 
Almquist, 1973, 1982) gave similar results.  As a consequence of this research AI 
organizations usually collect two or three ejaculates of semen any one day for 
large batch processing, and repeat this procedure at 3 to 4-day intervals.  Under 
these conditions Holstein bulls with large testes collected throughout the year 
could yield up to two trillion sperm per year.
Fig. 3    The artificial vagina (AV) designed to protect the semen from coldshock 
during cold weather (Salisbury and Willett, 1940) is shown on the left.  The AV shown 
on the right is typical of those used commercially, with an insulated jacket (not 
shown) slipped over the AV for protection.
Fig. 1     
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Semen Characteristics and Evaluation
This section will be presented in some detail because the explosion of research 
connected with the development of dairy cattle AI had application in other species. 
For example, increased knowledge of function and fertilizing characteristics 
of bull sperm was adapted in the medical field for evaluating and preserving 
human sperm.  The great advantage of analyzing extensive data on bull semen 
characteristics was because much associated fertility data are available (Everett 
and Bean, 1986) and Grossman et al. (1996).
Ejaculates of semen contain essentially two components, the sperm from the 
testis and the seminal fluid mainly secreted by the accessory sex glands (Mann, 
1964).  Extensive research on the biochemistry of semen by Mann and others 
has been summarized in a book by Mann (1964) with approximately 2,000 
references.  Knowing the typical concentration of many components in semen was 
important for several reasons.  First, was the interest in fertility.  What differences 
in certain constituents of semen from different males, if any, were associated with 
differences in fertility?  Second, what differences among ejaculates within bulls 
might be related to fertility?  What were the effects of different handling and 
semen collection procedures on the different constituents of semen?  What was 
the source of origin of these constituents in semen?  Finally, what characteristics 
of semen reflected pathologic conditions in the bull?
Research on sexually transmitted diseases had been ongoing in veterinary 
colleges before AI became a commercial enterprise.  Faculty in the New York State 
College of Veterinary Medicine at Cornell, such as Williams, Olafson, Roberts, 
Gilman, McEntee, Lein, and others (Roberts, 1986) played significant roles in 
studying the detection, etiology and treatment of various reproductive diseases. 
Major studies on bull reproductive pathology in Europe include those by Lagerlof 
(1934) and Blom and Christensen (1947).  Clumps of leukocytes in semen were 
the most notable grossly visible sign of semen pathology.  However, pathogenic 
organisms could be present in normally appearing semen, and they required 
numerous laboratory tests to detect them.  Eventually infected bulls in AI centers 
either were treated successfully (Lein et al., 1968) or eliminated.  Later all new 
bulls entering the AI centers as young calves were raised in isolation.  These bulls 
were specific-pathogen free.  The following discussion of semen characteristics 
is restricted to semen from healthy animals.
Seminal plasma.
Knowing the composition of the fluid portion of semen could be important from 
the standpoint of fertility, either because it reflects some component present 
that enhances the fertility potential of the ejaculated sperm, or it reflects the 
fertilizing capacity inherent in the sperm (Killian, 1992).  With AI the semen is 
highly extended with media during semen processing.  This reduces the role in 
AI that any seminal plasma component might have in natural service.  However, 
such a component could be added to the extended sperm used for insemination 
(Amann et al., 1999).  Other constituents of seminal plasma (Sprott et al., 2000) 
associated with bull fertility might lead to identification of a genetic marker useful 
in identifying young bulls with a potential for high fertility.  These discoveries 
Fig. 1     
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and many others may lead to ways of improving the fertilizing potential of semen. 
However, cryopreservation can complicate application of a technology if it involves 
a component attached to the surface membrane.  Freezing can remove surface 
components of sperm important in fertilization (Lessard et al., 2000).
Sperm cells.
The sperm cell has been studied extensively (Hancock, 1952; Bishop, 1962; Maule, 
1962; Mann, 1964; Beatty, 1970; Salisbury et al., 1978; Fawcett and Bedford, 
1979; Barth and Oko, 1989).  Only selected examples of the literature are cited 
here.  Initially we will focus on the characteristics of semen usually evaluated by 
commercial AI organizations (Table 1).  The characteristics measured are driven 
by the objective of AI organizations to harvest as many high quality sperm as 
possible from their genetically superior sires.
The volume of semen collected was the easiest trait to measure, and it is 
one of the first to be recorded.  Volume originally was estimated by eye, viewing 
the semen collected in a graduated test tube.  Bubbles on the top of the semen 
and parallax introduced considerable error in the estimated volume.  With the 
introduction of  simple top-loading balances Foote (1998) developed the more 
accurate method of estimating volume by weight.  Later the author learned from 
his friend, Professor Nishikawa in Japan that the latter, for many years, had 
estimated the volume of ejaculates of stallion semen by weighing them.
Volume of semen collected in each ejaculate is decreased as the frequency 
of ejaculation is increased (Hafs et al., 1959; Amann, 1970, 1981).  Table 1 also 
shows that increased sexual preparation increased the volume of semen collected. 
Using appropriate semen collection equipment also increases the volume of semen 
collected (Seidel and Foote, 1969a,b).
Of great importance is the concentration of ejaculated sperm.  This 
characteristic is one of the most variable of the seminal traits.  Clinically, bulls 
with firm testes generally produce semen with a higher concentration of sperm 
(Hahn et al., 1969).   It is extremely important to measure sperm concentration 
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young bulls with a potential for high fertility.  These discoveries and many others may lead to
ways of improving the fertilizing potential of semen.  However, cryopreservation can complicate
application of a technology if it involves a component attached to the surface membrane.
Freezing can remove surface components of sperm important in fertilization (Lessard et al.,
2000).
Sperm cells. The sperm cell has been studied extensively (Hancock, 1952; Bishop, 1962;
Maule, 1962; Mann, 1964; Beatty, 1970; Salisbury et al., 1978; Fawcett and Bedford, 1979;
Barth and Oko, 1989).  Only selected examples of the literature are cited here.  Initially we will
focus on the characteristics of semen usually evaluated by commercial AI organizations (Table
1).  The characteristics measured are driven by the objective of AI organizations to harvest as
many high quality sperm as possible from their genetically superior sires.
Table 1.  Typical Characteristics of Ejaculated Semen by Mature
Holsteins:  Bulls Under Different Conditions of Semen Collection
Ejaculated 1X/weekSeminal Characteristicsa
No. prep.
b
Sexual prep. 
b
Four ejaculates/week
Sexual preparation
Volume, ml 5.5 8.0 7.0
Concentration, 10
6
1200 1700 1400
Motility, % 70 75 70
Sperm/ejaculate, 10
9
6.6 13.6 9.8
Sperm/week, 10
9
6.6 13.6 39.2
Abnormal sperm,% <10 <10 <10
a
From the literature.
b
No sexual preparation before semen collection versus sexual preparation described in
 the text.
The volume of semen collected was the easiest trait to measure, and it is one of the first
to be recorded.  Volume originally was estimated by eye, viewing the semen collected in a
gradu te test tube. Bubbles on the top of the semen and parallax introduced considerable error
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accurately so that the total sperm per ejaculate (volume times concentration) 
is known.  This allows the AI organization to determine how many sperm are 
available for processing into individual breeding units.  Likewise it is important 
for researchers and bull stud managers to have reliable quantitative information 
when evaluating effects of treatment and/or management procedures on sperm 
output.  Considerable advances have been made in counting sperm from the 
original slow inaccurate hematocytometric method to the faster and more 
accurate photometric method (Comstock and Green, 1939; Salisbury et al., 1943b; 
Foote, 1972b) or the use of particle image counters (Parks et al., 1985), and flow 
cytometry (Parks, 1992).
The motility of the sperm cell reflects sperm cell viability.  This measurement 
has been demonstrated in thousands of reports to be related to fertility (Bratton 
et al., 1956; Maule, 1962; Mann, 1964; Salisbury et al., 1978; Amann, 1989; 
Malmgren, 1997; Larsson and Rodriquez-Martinez, 2000; Foote, 2003a).  The 
most common simple method of estimating motility is to dilute the sperm to a 
standard concentration that allows the number of moving and nonmoving sperm 
to be assessed when viewed microscopically.  This assessment of the percentage 
of motile sperm should be done by a trained observer.  It is a simple procedure, 
but it is subject to many variables.  With fresh sperm how much has it been 
diluted and with what diluent (Farrell et al., 1996a)?  At what temperature are 
the sperm when they are observed?  What is the training of the observer?  What 
kind of microscope is used?  Is the motility estimate made immediately after 
semen collection, after incubation or some period of storage, or after freezing 
and thawing?  The rate of forward motion as well as the percentage of motile 
sperm is related to fertility (Bratton et al., 1956).
Rothschild (1953) and Rikmenspoel et al. (1960) were pioneers in studying 
sperm motion with imaging and electronic equipment.  This led to the development 
of equipment capable of measuring a variety of sperm motion characteristics, 
referred to as computer-assisted sperm analysis (CASA).  The equipment 
underwent many improvements.  Eventually it was capable of monitoring sperm 
in complex fluids such as milk by utilizing wavelengths compatible with the 
DNA stain Hoechst 33342 (Farrell et al., 1996b; Tardif et al, 1998).  The multiple 
sperm characteristics measured by CASA can be combined into an index highly 
correlated with the fertility of sperm (Farrell et al., 1998).  However, because of 
equipment cost and technical requirements, CASA has not been adopted widely 
by the cattle AI industry.  Rather it is used by researchers measuring effects of 
experimental treatments, the impact of noxious environments, and by large 
medical clinical facilities (Amann and Katz, 2004).
Gross morphology of sperm, particularly head shape, has been studied 
since the development of the simple microscope by van Leeuwenhoek in 1678, 
with multiple advances in instrumentation (Fawcett and Bedford, 1979). 
Multiple references on bull sperm morphology and the classification of different 
characteristics are available (Mercier and Salisbury, 1947; Blom, 1950b; Maule, 
1962; Salisbury et al., 1978; Barth and Oko, 1989).  In the early days of AI there was 
substantial variability among bulls in the morphology of their sperm.  Eventually 
most dairy bulls selected for testing came from pedigrees that contained several 
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generations of breeding by AI where bulls have been selected for high semen 
quality and fertility.  The proportion of abnormal sperm usually is low, with rare 
exceptions (Hough et al., 2002), as is shown in Fig. 4.
One specific characteristic that has found considerable usefulness is the 
morphology of the acrosome.  This sperm cell component must undergo a 
reaction (acrosome reaction, AR) prior to fertilization, and fertility is impaired 
when abnormal acrosomes are formed or acrosomes are damaged by some 
environmental impact.  Saacke and Marshall (1968) described a simple procedure 
for characterizing the acrosome on unfixed cells, thus avoiding fixation and 
processing artifacts.
Following insemination many changes in sperm must precede the AR which 
is not fully understood after thousands of published studies the past 50 years. 
One change is referred to as capacitation of sperm.  There are many biochemical 
events comprising capacitation causing sperm to  swim in a hyperactive pattern 
(Suarez, 1996).  One biophysical change is cholesterol loss from sperm membranes 
(Ehrenwald et al., 1988).  Cryopreservation of sperm can initiate capacitation of 
bull sperm (Cormier et al., 1997).  Attempts to alter these events in vitro (Way 
and Killian, 2002), including the improvement in fertility of cryopreserved sperm, 
are being investigated (Purdy and Graham, 2004).
Likewise flow cytometry combined with various staining procedures has 
provided a wealth of information about sperm membrane integrity, osmotic 
behavior, live-dead sperm proportions, sperm chromatin (DNA) structure, 
Fig. 4     Normal bull sperm on the left, and abnormal sperm showing extreme teratospermia on the right.  The two bulls producing these 
sperm were half brothers.  This inherited condition is rare.   For details see Hough et al., 2002.
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mitochondrial function, and acrosomal integrity (Graham et al., 1990; Parks, 
1992; Garner et al., 1997a,b; Thomas et al., 1997; Evenson et al., 2002).  The 
integrity of sperm cell membranes were explored in the early days of AI by the 
use of supravital stains (Blom, 1950a; Salisbury et al., 1978; Barth and Oko, 
1989).  Later studies of the volume of sperm exposed to solutions varying in 
solute concentration demonstrated that sperm with intact membranes behaved 
as osmometers (Lindahl and Drevius, 1964).  The ability to swell was positively 
related to the proportion of unstained sperm (Bredderman and Foote, 1971; 
Liu and Foote, 1998a, b) and to fertility (Bredderman and Foote, 1969).  The 
principle of viable sperm having the capacity to swell in hypoosmotic solutions 
was adapted to evaluate human sperm by a hypoosmotic swelling test (Jeyendran 
et al., 1984; Smikle and Turek, 1997).  Much of the research with bull sperm was 
applied in medical clinics, partly because many of the technical people in medical 
laboratories dealing with sperm had been trained in animal and dairy science 
departments. 
The DNA content of bull sperm and its variability in bulls of low fertility 
was studied in the 1950s (Leuchtenberger et al., 1956; Leuchtenberger, 1960), and 
later by Gledhill (1966, 1970).  Paufler and Foote (1967) reported that the DNA 
of bull sperm exposed to light was damaged.  However, all these early studies 
required tedious work to evaluate individual sperm.  This changed when Evenson 
et al. (1980) demonstrated that sperm DNA could be evaluated by high speed 
flow cytometers using fluorometric procedures.  Much has been learned about 
the genetic integrity of sperm DNA since then (Evenson et al., 2002).  However, 
the technical characteristics of the flow cytometers and skill of the technicians 
required have limited their application primarily to researchers studying infertility 
in men and the effect of environmental toxins on the testes and sperm produced. 
Nevertheless, it is likely that in the future, as gene mapping combined with genetic 
expression and genetic engineering advances, DNA analysis in several forms will 
play a role in breeding programs for dairy and beef cattle.
Size of sperm heads has been investigated (van Duijn, 1960; Beatty, 1970), 
partly testing the assumption that the difference in DNA content between sperm 
containing the X versus Y chromosome might lead to a bimodal distribution 
(Chandler et al., 2002).  Foote (2003a) cautioned that processing procedures 
could affect head size.  With the ease of measuring large populations of sperm 
electronically, any artifacts produced could become statistically significant and 
wrongly interpreted.
In the reviews of literature previously cited are many other tests of sperm 
quality, such as electrical activity, oxygen consumption measured directly or as 
a methylene blue or resazurin dye reduction test, migration of sperm through 
mucus or synthetic gels, and vertical swimup of sperm in liquid medium.  More 
recently, binding to zona pellucida (Zhang et al., 1998; Braundmeier et al., 2002), 
penetration of hamster or bovine oocytes (Gordon, 1994; Foote, 2003b), changes 
in sperm activity associated with capacitation (Suarez, 1996; Lefebvre and Suarez, 
1996), and IVF (Rodriquez-Martinez, 1998) have been studied as indicators of 
the fertilizing ability of sperm.  While many of these studies have contributed to 
understanding sperm function, none of the tests has been sufficiently correlated 
with fertility, or rapid and simple enough, or of additional value beyond the 
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classical tests of sperm motility, to be used routinely in AI programs.
The most likely immediate improvement in being able to predict the fertility 
of sperm with currently available information may be by combining several tests 
of semen quality (Farrell et al., 1998; Rodriquez-Martinez, 1998; Zhang et al., 
1998).  This would require equipment that could measure several characteristics 
precisely with high repeatability under standardized conditions (Amann, 1989). 
Also, it should be recognized that prediction of future relationships is subject to 
greater error than correlations obtained based upon past performance.
Semen Processing and Preservation
The initial development and rapid expansion of AI in the 1940s and 1950s was 
made possible by several factors.  First was the discovery of the protective effect 
of egg yolk on sperm (Phillips and Lardy, 1940; Salisbury et al., 1941), and later, 
heated milk (O’Dell and Almquist, 1957) for preserving liquid semen.  The 
Salisbury medium contained sodium citrate as a buffer with egg yolk. This became 
much more popular than the phosphate buffer used by Phillips and Lardy because 
citrate dispersed the fat globules in egg yolk, making a clearer medium in which 
to examine the sperm microscopically.  Davis et al. (1963) obtained excellent 
results with an egg yolk-Tris extender that was widely used.  Both egg yolk and 
milk contain lipoproteins and other macromolecules that protect sperm against 
coldshock when they are cooled from body temperature to 5ºC (Foote and Bratton, 
1949).  These semen extenders made possible delivery of semen into the field at 
5ºC where it could be used for insemination for up to 3 days.  
Another medium that gave the highest fertility with liquid semen in the 1960s 
was a complex buffer combined with egg yolk.  It was called CUE as a Cornell 
University Extender (Foote, 1998).  It was not useful for frozen semen, so it was 
discontinued eventually.  However, researchers in New Zealand (Shannon et al., 
1984) modified it for use at 5ºC to inseminate large numbers of cows with only 
2 million unfrozen sperm per cow during the intensive short breeding season 
in New Zealand.
CUE also was used by Nebel et al. (1985) for microencapsulation of liquid 
sperm.  However, they used egg yolk-citrate-glycerol extender for freezing sperm. 
This novel system for packaging semen is being researched with the objective 
of prolonged survival and possible sustained release of sperm in the female 
(Vishwanath et al., 1997).
A note on terminology should be mentioned because the early literature refers 
to media used for conserving sperm as “diluters”.  Many media were simply buffers 
used for dilution.  However, buffered egg yolk extended the useful life of sperm. 
Foote and Bratton (1949) coined the word “extender” to replace “diluter”.  Soon 
extender terminology was adopted worldwide.  The authors had also thought of 
a snappy term “suspender” but discarded the idea.  
An early improvement in semen extenders was their formulation to control 
infectious agents in semen by adding antibacterial agents (Foote and Salisbury, 
1948a; Almquist et al., 1949; Foote and Bratton, 1950).  Many of the bulls brought 
into the AI organizations with natural service proofs also had Vibrio fetus (later 
renamed Campylobacter fetus).  This disease was not well-studied at the time 
because the organism was difficult to culture.  
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After antibiotics were added to semen extenders it was apparent that all early 
aborted feti brought to the State Diagnostic Laboratory at the Veterinary College 
at Cornell University came from herds using their own bulls in natural service. 
Antibiotics added to semen prevented infection by Vibrio fetus  (McEntee et al., 
1959) and other organisms (Fig. 5).
Veterinarians recommended AI to dairymen to control this disease and 
animal scientists and extension personnel recommended AI also for improving 
herd genetics and breeding records.  With the improved semen cooling procedures 
and antibacterial agents in semen extenders, the nonreturn rate increased about 
Fig. 5     Pseudomonas pyocyaneus and other organisms in bull semen growing on agar medium (left photo).  The inclusion of penicillin, 
streptomycin and polymyxin D in the semen extender controlled the growth of all organisms in the treated semen (right photo).  
R.H. Foote, unpublished, 1947. See text
Fig.6     Many improvements in AI technology contributed to the improvement in non-return rate.  
Noteworthy were the addition of antibiotics to semen and the pre-extension of semen with egg yolk 
medium before cooling, as well as the introduction of Cornell University Extender (CUE).  Adoption of 
frozen semen resulted in a decline in fertility.  See text for details.
Photos of my bacteriology studies in 
1946-47.  The three culture dishes on 
this page are Petri dishes containing 
sterilized agar medium that is 
favorable for growing bacteria.  Each 
dish has a larger cover that fits over 
the top to keep out dust and bacteria 
that could be floating around the room 
and contaminating the culture medium 
in the dish.  In our studies we mixed 
various dilutions of bull semen with 
sterile warm agar, and poured this into 
a series of Petri dishes.  There it would 
cool and harden.  Incubation at 37ºC 
(98.6ºF) for 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours 
resulted in growth of tiny colonies 
of bacteria.  The number of colonies 
counted times the original dilution 
of semen indicated the number of 
bacteria in the bull semen that we 
were studying.  My advisor and I were 
interested in controlling (killing if 
possible) the bacteria in semen without 
harming the sperm.  This could 
control venereal diseases.  I knew that 
some new drugs were available, as I 
received sulfanilamide and 240 shots 
of penicillin for wound infections in 
WWII.  The top dish shows a typical 
number of bacteria after dilution.  The 
next dish shows that all bacteria were 
inhibited by antibiotics.  We also ran 
control dishes to check on sterilization 
procedures.  The bottom dish shows 
different kinds of bacteria in highly 
diluted semen.  We successfully 
controlled bacteria and raised fertility 
by controlling venereal diseases.  This 
was worth hundreds of millions to 
the dairy industry.
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15 percentage units (Fig. 6).  Conception rates in herds using AI started to exceed 
those in herds using bulls.  Later Dr. Lein and colleagues (1968) at the Veterinary 
College at Cornell successfully treated infected bulls.
This was a golden age of growth for AI.  Neither Cornell nor Pennsylvania 
State University received any renumeration for their achievements with semen 
extenders.  No patents were filed.  The cooperating AI organizations were 
essentially partners in the process.  We all could have used money from patents 
effectively to support new research, as funds for agricultural research were 
minimal.  But the world benefited both agriculturally, and from all the knowledge 
and technical skills that workers trained in this field brought to the higher paying 
jobs in the medical field.  Often there were ten-fold differences in wages between 
PhDs who did  research on National Institutes of Health (NIH) grants and the 
clinical investigators in medical schools who signed the proposals submitted 
to NIH.
Sperm Numbers Per Insemination
Simultaneous with the research on better extenders for bull semen was 
the important research on extension rates and sperm numbers needed per 
insemination to achieve high fertility.  The pioneering studies by Salisbury et 
al (1943a) and later by others have been summarized (Salisbury et al., 1978). 
In conducting experiments in the 1940s with “diluted” semen Salisbury was 
criticized by some who declared that the dilution was like “watering the milk”. 
However, the results showed that fertility improved as one increased the dilution 
of semen with preserving medium.  Why?  It is likely that the dilution of semen 
was beneficial because many of the bulls, unknown at that time, were infected 
with Campylobacter fetus.  Dilution of this organism would tend to reduce the 
incidence of infection, as the dilution effect has been demonstrated with many 
organisms, and there were more than enough sperm used for insemination. 
Subsequent studies (Bratton et al., 1954, 1956; Foote, 1970a) demonstrated that 
4 x 106 motile sperm per insemination dose resulted in high nonreturn rates 
(Fig. 7).  Actual conception rates also were determined to be excellent 
(Foote, 1978).
Fig 7.     The relationship between the number of motile sperm inseminated and 
fertility (nonreturn rate).  Bratton et al., J. Dairy Sci. 37:1353-1356.  1954.
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Frozen Semen 
A major change in breeding cattle occurred when it was discovered that bull sperm preservation could be prolonged by freezing.  More sperm per breeding 
unit were required and the whole system of handling semen was revised.  This 
change began after Polge et al. (1949) found that glycerol protected chicken 
sperm during freezing.  Polge’s research was aimed at finding sugars that might 
dehydrate the sperm and protect them.  Polge relates that after failure with the 
sugars he returned 6 months later to repeat the experiments.  Presumably he 
used the same bottle of fructose, and it worked.  However, the label had fallen off 
the bottle.  What was in the bottle?  A chemical analysis revealed that the bottle 
contained glycerol and proteins similar to Meyer’s albumin used for histology. 
So bottles stored for 6 months appeared to have been mislabeled.
Serendipity was displayed with this accidental discovery (Polge, 1968). 
About 1754 Horace Walpole coined the word serendipity, representing accidental 
discovery combined with sagacity.  He conceived the idea from an old Persian 
tale called “The Three Princes of Serendip”.  The princes noted that whenever 
the horse-drawn carriage stopped the horse always ate grass on the same side 
of the road, despite the fact that the grass was at least as lush on the opposite 
side.  They concluded that the horse must be blind in one eye, and therein lies 
the sagacity.  Unfortunately, the dictionaries do not put emphasis on sagacity in 
defining serendipity.  
Fortunately, the bull semen extenders used for liquid semen such as egg yolk-
citrate (Salisbury et al., 1941), milk (O’Dell and Almquist, 1957; Almquist and 
Wickersham, 1962) and later Tris-buffered egg yolk (Davis et al., 1963), proved 
to be excellent media for cryopreserving bull sperm when glycerol was included. 
The 50% egg yolk component originally used in extenders for liquid semen was 
reduced to 20% by volume for best results with frozen semen (Salisbury et al., 
1978).
Packaging of semen for freezing was a problem initially.  Whereas extended 
liquid semen had been shipped to inseminators in test tubes, and inseminators 
withdrew about 1 ml of semen for each cow inseminated, frozen semen had to be 
packaged in individual breeding doses.  Various types of plastic tubes and glass 
ampules were used for packaging.  Storage initially was in mechanical freezers 
with solid carbon dioxide (Dry Ice®).  Only one dose was thawed at one time. 
Glass ampules often broke during freezing or thawing.  Cassou (1964) modified 
the system developed by Sørensen (1938), with a method for sealing plastic straws 
and a gun for insemination (Pickett and Berndtson, 1974).  Originally 0.5 ml- 
capacity straws were used, but 0.25 ml straws are popular because they require 
less storage space. Soon the Cassou straws were used worldwide.
At the same time that different methods of packaging semen were explored 
researchers were comparing different freezing protocols and temperatures of 
storage (Maule, 1962; Salisbury et al., 1978; Herman, 1981).  Crystals grew 
during storage at -79ºC with Dry Ice® that damaged sperm.  At -196ºC, with 
liquid nitrogen, it appeared that sperm could be stored in a stable condition for 
a long time (Foote, 1972a).  However, liquid nitrogen storage also was a problem, 
because insulation of the glass vacuum containers available in the early 1950s 
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was inefficient.  Frequent refilling was required to maintain a safe temperature of 
about -196ºC.  Manufacturers of tanks were not interested in developing improved 
containers because the perceived market was small and the cost of development 
was high.  J. Rockefeller Prentice, owner of American Breeders Service, approached 
the Linde Air Products group and reportedly said, “If I give you a million dollars 
to develop tanks with more efficient insulation will you be interested?”  The rest 
is an amazing story.  Sturdy stainless steel liquid nitrogen storage containers 
were developed that could hold liquid nitrogen for weeks instead of days, and 
retain some liquid nitrogen for months.  A large cryopreservation industry for 
the preservation of multiple types of cells, tissues and other biologicals was born. 
With the adoption of frozen semen the genetics of bulls located in multiple 
countries became available worldwide.  Once the appropriate infrastructure was 
established semen could be made available wherever needed to inseminate cows at 
the proper time of their reproductive cycle.  This was democracy in action, as the 
ordinary farmer and “gentleman farmer” had equal access to superior bulls.
There is at least one disadvantage of frozen semen.  Despite thousands 
of studies on methods and media for freezing sperm, no protocol has been 
developed that does not damage the sperm.  Consequently, the conception rate 
with frozen semen is consistently lower than when comparable unfrozen semen is 
used (Shannon and Vishwanath, 1995).  Possibly additions of fertility enhancers 
(Amann et al., 1999) or alteration of the sperm cholesterol content could help 
to counteract this disadvantage.  Another potential disadvantage is the possible 
mishandling of frozen semen as it is passed on through distributors and stored in 
the field.  The major AI organizations follow highly controlled and standardized 
procedures to assure that only high quality sperm are in the straws or other 
packaging containers that leave their premises.  Our research (Foote, 1975b, 1998) 
has shown that semen held at the central storage unit under liquid nitrogen for 
many months does not change in fertility potential, whereas comparable semen 
held by inseminators decreases in fertility over time.
Insemination Procedures and Timing
The original method of inseminating cattle was called the “Speculum” method. By inserting a speculum into the vagina to expose the cow’s cervix, a pipette 
with the semen contained in it was expelled into the entrance (os) of the cervix. 
Sperm had to work their way through the tortuous cervix against an outflow of 
mucous.  This required many sperm in order for a sufficient number to enter the 
uterus and eventually reach the egg.
Danish veterinarians (Hendrikse and van der Kaay, 1950; Perry, 1968; 
Herman, 1981) developed the rectovaginal method of insemination.  This allowed 
skilled inseminators to insert the catheter through the cervix and deposit the 
semen into the body of the uterus.  This technique is shown later in the text when 
the structure of the cow’s reproductive tract is illustrated.  Because sperm no 
longer had to navigate through the cervix against an outflow of cervical mucous, 
many fewer sperm were required for insemination per cow and the conception 
rates were higher (Hendriske and van der Kaay, 1950; VanDemark, 1952).
So from the early stages of AI all conditions were established to make it 
possible for one superior bull to sire thousands of calves per year (Fig. 8).  Not only 
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do bulls produce billions of sperm per week, but also the semen can be extended 
successfully to provide a few million live sperm per insemination which, properly 
placed in the cow, can lead to a high conception rate.
Fig 8.     The development of various procedures in AI soon 
resulted in one bull being capable of siring 1000 times as 
many progeny as a bull in natural service in 1939.
Hundreds of studies have been published on the optimal place to deposit the 
extended semen in the cow.  These places include deposition of sperm 1) in the 
cervix, 2) in the body of the uterus, 3) in one uterine horn, 4) both uterine horns 
or some combination of these locations (VanDemark, 1952; Maule, 1962; Salisbury 
et al., 1978).  Results have varied.  Over all studies it appears that depositing the 
sperm just through the cervix has become the preferred procedure (McKenna 
et al., 1990).  Studies with individual inseminators show that they vary greatly 
on where sperm are deposited.  Retraining of inseminators using dyes deposited 
in reproductive tracts obtained at slaughterhouses has been useful.  Peters and 
Senger (1983) developed a method with radiopaque material added to extender. 
This technique permitted evaluation of site of deposition in cows as well as in 
isolated reproductive tracts.  Conception rates improved following retraining.
Timing of insemination relative to ovulation also is critical to success of AI, 
so programs properly designed to detect onset of estrus accurately are important 
in determining the correct time for insemination.  The best behavioral sign that a 
cow is in estrus is when the cow stands to be mounted by another cow or detector 
animal.  There are many other signs suggestive that a cow is in estrus and many 
systems for detecting estrus (Foote, 1975a).  Trimberger (1948) was one of the 
first to study time of ovulation relative to estrus and to recommend a practical 
system for timing insemination.  His system, still used today, is called the “AM-
PM” rule.  Cows first detected in estrus in the morning should be inseminated in 
the afternoon the same day.  Cows first detected in estrus in the evening should 
be inseminated in the morning the next day.  Fertility results were higher when 
44,707 cows in commercial AI were inseminated following the AM-PM rule, 
although there was no sharp peak (Foote, 1978, 1979).  This requires skillful 
observation of cows both morning and evening.  However, Nebel et al. (1994) 
reported that insemination of cows once per day, particularly in midmorning, 
gave nonreturn rates as high as when the AM-PM rule was followed.  
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By incorporating radiotelemetry into a system for detecting estrus (Dransfield 
et al., 1998; Nebel et al., 2000), the onset of estrus was determined more precisely. 
Under these conditions higher conception rates resulted from AI 5 to 14 hours 
after the cows first stood to be mounted.  This wide window provides a leeway 
for inseminating most cows in a herd at one convenient time.  More details on 
the physiology of the estrous cycle, estrus, and synchronization of estrus and 
ovulation are discussion in a later section on The Female Component.
A major change in who inseminates cows has taken place in the past few 
decades, as herd size grew and frozen semen replaced liquid semen.  Originally, 
liquid semen was shipped to professional inseminators who performed the 
inseminations in many herds, usually as a full-time job.  After intensive training 
and daily practice they became very skillful.  With the availability of frozen 
semen large herd owners often purchased their own containers for storing frozen 
semen and obtained frozen semen from more than one supplier.  Herd managers 
often were trained to perform within-herd inseminations, avoiding costs of 
travel and medical coverage provided for professional inseminators.  Also, herd 
owner-inseminators could conveniently selectively inseminate some cows two 
times during one estrus.  Various reports and our own unpublished studies do 
not indicate that this substantially improved the conception rate, however.
Estimating Fertility
In the complex phenomenon of mammalian reproduction, differences in fertility can result from many causes and be evaluated with many endpoints (Foote, 
2003a).  Consequently, the term fertility has been used in various ways in the 
preceding sections, and will be an important component in subsequent sections. 
Therefore, discussion of the term fertility should be helpful.
Here we are dealing with fertility in the context of fertilizing an egg (oocyte) 
and establishing a pregnancy.  We are not dealing with the total cycle of 
reproduction, i.e. producing successive generations of live animals.  The female 
either conceives or does not conceive, producing the typical binomial of 0 or 1. 
A sire in artificial insemination is tested across many females, so a proportion of 
successes and failures can be calculated with the binomial variation being a major 
source of the total variance.  Recognition and measurement of the various sources 
of variation affecting fertility have been important in studying the biological and 
technological components affecting the probability of conception and in applying 
advanced  biotechnology.  The genetic component of fertility differences appears 
to be small (Foote, 1970b).
With the development of AI, a simple measurement of fertility was needed on 
all cows inseminated to compare the fertility of bulls, evaluate semen processing 
and insemination procedures, and to examine herd reproductive performance 
under practical farm conditions.  Salisbury at Cornell and Thompson at the new 
New York Artificial Breeders Cooperative, Inc. developed the nonreturn rate to 
service as an estimate of the conception rate (Thompson and Salisbury, 1947). 
Inseminators filled out a breeding receipt in triplicate.  One copy was given to the 
farmer, the inseminator kept one and the third copy was sent to the central unit 
producing the semen.  The receipts were tabulated daily as they were received at 
the central unit.  Every cow that returned for a second service was charged to that 
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cow so that, over a population of tens of thousands of cows, data were accumulated 
on the proportion of cows that returned or did not return for reinsemination. 
These results were tabulated at various intervals of time after service so that the 
percentage of nonreturns for service were calculated at 1 month, 2 months, 3 
months, etc.  This system was invaluable for researchers conducting hundreds of 
field trials involving semen from bulls managed differently, and comparing tests 
of semen quality and semen processing procedures (Foote, 1998).
With liquid semen the nonreturn rate was more accurate in estimating 
conception rate than it was with frozen semen.  With liquid semen the rate was 
somewhat inflated because some nonpregnant cows were sold or bred to a bull 
on the farm, and consequently there was no return recorded for the insemination 
(Foote, 1978).  With frozen semen additional problems exist because a herd 
may stock frozen semen from several suppliers and do their own inseminating. 
Semen from different suppliers may be used on first and repeat inseminations. 
Furthermore, many inseminations are not reported, except where the breeding is 
done by AI professional technicians working for one AI organization.  Therefore, 
the nonreturn rate no longer is reliable as an estimate of conception rate under 
most present conditions.
Employment of inseminators to perform all of the inseminations within a 
few large herds is an option that has been used by AI organizations to gather 
fertility information (Kaproth et al., 2002).  In this latter study, pregnancy was 
determined by palpation of the reproductive organs per rectum.  This method 
of detecting pregnancy is accurate, but it is not a useful method of determining 
conception rates routinely by AI organizations because many herds do not have 
pregnancy checks performed.  Furthermore, when pregnancy checks are done, 
the results generally are not available to the AI organization.  Ultrasound also 
can be used effectively (Ginther, 1998).  Early cowside pregnancy tests have not 
proved to be highly reliable (Cordoba et al., 2001).
A weakness in most studies designed to detect differences in fertility in AI 
is the fact that AI organizations put more sperm in each breeding unit than are 
needed for optimal conception rates.  This really is an insurance procedure.  If a 
procedure truly results in an increased number of highly fertile sperm surviving, 
this beneficial effect could go undetected because of the excessive number of 
sperm used.  Such a beneficial effect, if detected with fewer sperm, could then 
be utilized to make sperm from the best sires more widely available by reducing 
the number of sperm inseminated.
Other methods of estimating fertility have been suggested.  For example, 
competitive fertilization following the insemination of mixed semen from two 
bulls with different color markings is a very efficient system for ranking bulls 
on fertility (Saacke et al., 1980; Dziuk, 1996; Foote, 2003b).  This system is not 
practical in routine AI.  However, competitive fertilization can be conducted in 
vitro with mixed semen containing sperm appropriately marked with different 
colored nontoxic dyes.  The mixed sperm can be added to groups of hamster 
(Davis and Foote, 1987) or bovine oocytes (Gordon, 1994), and the proportion 
of oocytes fertilized by the differently colored sperm counted.  This test can be 
useful for ranking bulls, but it is not suitable for estimating the actual fertilizing 
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potential of ejaculates of semen as used for AI.
National tests of cow fertility have been developed using DHI records, but 
they have been controversial relative to their usefulness for evaluating sire 
fertility.  However, they may be useful in genetic selection of sires with potential 
for producing daughters that are highly fertile (Clay et al., 2004; VanRaden et 
al., 2004).
New novel tests that can be combined with currently used tests of semen 
quality would be beneficial if they are highly correlated with fertility.  Before tests 
are applied routinely, repeated experiments are desirable to check the reliability 
of initial results and to test them under different conditions.
Experimental Design  
An important consequence of the accumulation of large amounts of data on semen quality under standardized conditions was the opportunity to study 
multiple sources of variation, quantify these, and utilize this information to design 
efficient experiments.  One would like to be able to estimate how many bulls and 
how many ejaculates per bull, in an optimal experimental design, are needed to 
detect an expected (specified) difference among treatments at a specified level of 
significance (often arbitrarily selected at P < 0.05 or P < 0.01), with a specified 
probability of detecting the difference.  One should include enough replicates in 
the experimental design to achieve this objective without wasting resources in 
conducting experiments that are larger than necessary (Hafs et al., 1958; Seidel 
and Foote, 1973).  Similar considerations apply when designing experiments 
to test fertility of semen from different bulls processed multiple ways (Dunn, 
1961).  Results should then be applied to sets of data obtained independently to 
test their repeatability.
Other Developments in Male Reproduction
Separating Sperm by Sex Potential
Separation of sperm so as to produce the desired sex among the offspring 
(commonly referred to as sexing sperm) has been the subject of dreams, theories 
and conflicting results for centuries.  However, a system to separate sperm based 
on their DNA content due to the presence of either the X or Y chromosome has 
been thoroughly tested (Amann and Seidel, 1982; Gledhill, 1985; Johnson, 1992; 
Cran et al., 1993).  Studies by Morrell and Dresser (1989) demonstrated that the 
staining of sperm with Hoechst dye 33342 to detect differences in DNA did not 
have a mutagenic effect, and was safe for the sperm.  Recent studies (Tubman et al., 
2004) demonstrated that calves produced with separated sperm were normal.
The development of equipment to align sperm in a laminar flow so as to 
minimize errors in detection (accuracy of detection exceeds 90%) and process 
several thousand sperm per second in discrete droplets is a marvelous achievement 
in biomedical engineering.  Sheer forces that could damage sperm as they are 
projected through the detector likely put an upper limit on the rate of sorting. 
Although thousands of sperm can be counted per second, millions of bull sperm 
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must be separated to inseminate a few cows.  As each ejaculate contains billions of 
sperm, it could take 10 days to sort one ejaculate of bull semen.  Only the sperm 
that are most effectively separated are used, so this has limited the commercial 
application to date, but multidetector systems may be developed.  
Sperm numbers per insemination can be reduced considerably (Seidel et 
al., 1997) with a moderate decline in conception rate.  Therefore under special 
situations the sexing of limited numbers of sperm could be cost effective.  For 
example, one could use a few million sexed sperm with the X chromosome to 
fertilize large numbers of oocytes in vitro (IVF).  The female embryos produced 
could be frozen for later ET (Wilson et al., 2005).
For dairy cattle and for endangered species, the production of female embryos 
would be desired generally.  A limited application of sperm sexed to produce 
males would be to produce sons for sampling in AI.  Also, for production of beef 
cattle, males are desired as they grow faster and more efficiently.  So the economic 
value of sexing sperm is enormous if an inexpensive way of accomplishing this 
rapidly could be found.  For several years this author has expected that any of 
several laboratories working with genomics would transfer genes or an artificial 
chromosome designed so that only the sperm cells capable of producing females 
could fertilize an oocyte.  Dairy sires producing only female progeny would be 
worth many millions of dollars.  Clones of these bulls could be made. Several lines 
should be produced to maintain some genetic diversity, along with conventional 
AI on a considerable scale to assure that a genetically diverse pool is sustained.
The ultimate in efficiency of sperm utilization is achieved with microinjection. 
Single sperm can be injected into oocytes by a highly skilled person using excellent 
equipment.  This system produced normal progeny in cattle (Goto et al., 1990), 
but it is too costly to be practical.
Freeze-dried Sperm
Meryman (1960) reported that bull sperm could be revived after drying, but he 
could not repeat the results (J. Reprod. Fertil. 5:87. 1963).  The first repeatable 
study claiming that normal progeny could be obtained following microinjection 
of freeze-dried mouse sperm into oocytes was reported by Wakayama and 
Yanagimachi (1998).  At Cornell we had tried to freeze-dry bull sperm in the 
1950s in a marvelous unit designed by Dr. David Lee for studying behavior of 
microparticles at temperatures approaching absolute zero.  A few years ago Dr. Lee 
shared the Nobel Prize for his research.  We were unable to obtain any survival 
of bull sperm when dried extremely rapidly in the Lee system.  We stored the 
sperm in sealed ampules until we moved into Morrison Hall in 1961.  When the 
techniques for microinjection became available it would have been fascinating to 
determine what these old dried sperm could do, but, alas, they had been discarded. 
Many laboratories have notebooks of negative results.
Genetic Benefits  
The major objective of developing the AI system was genetic improvement for milk production.  Initially it was hoped that bringing sires into AI with 
good natural service proofs in high producing herds would accomplish this 
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objective.  Unfortunately the high milk production records on daughters of sires 
purchased for AI resulted primarily from good herd management these daughters 
received.  Their proofs were not repeatable in AI.  Little genetic gain was made 
until a system of selecting young bulls and progeny testing them was designed 
(Henderson, 1954; Van Vleck, 1981).
This system required testing a group of superior sires with records on 
daughters in a random sample of herds.  The best of these sires were selected to 
inseminate genetically superior cows with their semen to produce many progeny. 
The sons produced were raised to sexual maturity, and as rapidly as possible 
semen was collected and distributed across a random sample of herds that were 
in the DHIA milk testing program.  Milk production of the daughters of these 
young bulls was compared.  Only a few of the genetically superior sons were 
saved for AI. This program took many years to establish.  Genetic progress has 
been steadily upward ever since.  
In addition to the genetic gain from sampling many sons and selecting a few, 
Henderson and associates  (Van Vleck, 1981) devised methods of more accurately 
evaluating females that were selected to produce young bulls for sampling.  This 
improved the precision of evaluating the genetic merit of the young bulls also.
Reproductive benefits also accompanied sire selection with information on 
thousands of progeny per sire.  Although measures of fertility have low heritability 
(Foote, 1970b), it is clear that selection of highly fertile sires and elimination of 
lethal genes has had a beneficial genetic effect.
Summary of the Components and Benefits of AI
The objectives of the AI program in dairy cattle are to 1) control venereal diseases, 2) improve the genetic potential for high milk production, 3) 
improve body strength and milking characteristics, and 4) reduce genes that are 
lethal or caused serious defects.  The requirements to achieve these objectives 
are 1) development of knowledge necessary to implement the technology, 2) 
development of trained providers and users of the technology, 3) development 
of reliable equipment needed, and 4) development of a suitable infrastructure to 
assure long-term stability.  The major components of the system that determine 
the output quantitatively are given in the following equations.
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characteristics, and 4) reduce genes that ar  lethal or caused serious def cts.  The requirements to
achieve these objectives are 1) development of knowledge necessary to implement the
technology, 2) development of trained providers and users of the technology, 3) development of
reliable equipment needed, and 4) development of a suitable infrastructure to assure long-term
stability.  The major components of the system that determine the output quantitatively are given
in the following equations.
Equation 1.
Number of Number of sperm   Collected   Percentage of
  progeny =  harvested/sire  X   sperm (%)      X           of cows
  per sire Number of sperm       used for      pregnant
  per year    planned/cow insemination     per service
The components of equation 1, with the exception of the fraction of breeding units
produced that are actually used for insemination, were discussed in previous sections.  Most bulls
with intensive semen collection can ejaculate more than 1.5 trillion sperm per year.  However, an
occasional ejaculate is lost or culled.  When liquid semen was used extra amounts of semen on
each of several bulls were sent to each technician to provide choice for the dairy farmer.  One
could only estimate in advance how many requests for service would be made over a period of 1
to 2 days when most of the liquid semen was used before fertility declined.  The percentage of
semen used for insemination was highest in the major breed, Holsteins, especially during the
peak breeding season (50 to 70%), and lower with semen from other breeds of bulls, especially
in the summer low breeding season (10 to 30%).  Consequently, much semen was discarded.
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The components of equation 1, with the exception of the fraction of breeding 
units produced that are actually used for insemination, were discussed in previous 
sections.  Most bulls with intensive semen collection can ejaculate more than 1.5 
trillion sperm per year.  However, an occasional ejaculate is lost or culled.  When 
liquid semen was used extra amounts of semen on each of several bulls were 
sent to each technician to provide choice for the dairy farmer.  One could only 
estimate in advance how many requests for service would be made over a period 
of 1 to 2 days when most of the liquid semen was used before fertility declined. 
The percentage of semen used for insemination was highest in the major breed, 
Holsteins, especially during the peak breeding season (50 to 70%), and lower 
with semen from other breeds of bulls, especially in the summer low breeding 
season (10 to 30%).  Consequently, much semen was discarded.
With frozen semen more sperm are used per insemination and fertility is 
slightly reduced compared with liquid semen (Table 2).  However, more frozen 
semen distributed into the field can be used than liquid semen because it can be 
stored indefinitely until there is a demand for its use.  Some ejaculates of semen 
are culled if prefreeze or postfreeze quality is low, and some breeding units stored 
for potential use are discarded when semen becomes available from bulls with 
higher genetic merit.  These variables are illustrated in Table 2.
The potential genetic impact per sire is illustrated in equation 2.  This 
equation considers the direct genetic impact of the sire through the production 
of daughters.  Only about 49% of the calves normally will be females.  Some 
calves will not survive to maturity.  The best sires will have an indirect impact 
through their selected sons.
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Equation 2.
Genetic   Genetic   Number of
impact = superiority   X female progeny
per sire of the sire      per sire
The increase in genetic potential of dairy cows has allowed management strategies (see
later section on females) to be applied to greatly increase milk production per cow.  Because
milk production per cow has tripled in the past 50 years the total milk supply in the United States
has increased despite the dramatic decrease in number of cows.  The decrease in metabolic
requirements to maintain the fewer and more efficient cows is equivalent to at least
1,000,000,000 bushels of corn annually.  With a few hundred bulls in AI replacing tens of
thousands of bulls on farms, additional feed is saved for other uses.  Less methane is produced.
Incidentally, farming is safer without a bull on the farm.  No case has been reported of a farmer
being killed by an inseminator, and that’s no joke.
The increase in genetic potential of dairy cows has allowed management 
strat gies (see later sec ion on females) to be applied to greatly increase milk 
production per cow.  Because milk production per cow has tripled in the past 50 
years the total milk supply in th  United States has increased despite he dramatic 
decrease in number of cows.  The decrease in metabolic requirements to maintain 
the fewer and more efficient cows is equivalent to at least 1,000,000,000 bushels of 
corn annually.  With a few hundred bulls in AI replacing tens of  thousands of bulls 
on farms, additional feed is sav d for other ses.  Less methane is produced.  
Incidentally, farming is safer without a bull on the farm.  No case has been 
reported of a farmer being killed by an inseminator, and that’s no joke. 
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With frozen semen more sperm are used per insemination and fertility is slightly reduced
compared with liquid semen (Table 2).  However, more frozen semen distributed into the field
can be used than liquid semen because it can be stored indefinitely until there is a demand for its
Table 2.  Interrelationship of Factors Affecting the Number of Progeny Per
                Proven Mature Holstein Dairy Sire Per Year
a
  Sperm output               Sperm used          Collected             Cows pregnant          Number of
per bull per year  _ _ _         per cow       X    sperm used   X        per service      =
progeny
   (Billions)                       (Millions)                 (%)                           (%) per year
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
Liquid semen
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
Frozen semen
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
40
40
80
80
40
40
80
80
70
70
90
90
70
70
90
90
70
70
90
90
50
60
50
60
55
65
55
65
40
50
40
50
40
50
40
50
40
50
40
50
150,000
180,000
300,000
360,000
66,000
78,000
132,000
156,000
28,000
35,000
36,000
45,000
21,000
26,250
27,000
33,750
16,850
21,000
21,600
27,000
a
This table covers a range of historical conditions.  Some bulls could ejaculate up to 3 trillion
sperm per year and some much less, but in actual practice 1.5 trillion is a reasonable average.
Pregnancy rates with high milk production and frozen semen are considerably lower than in the
1950s when liquid semen was used.  Assistance with AI records from Genex CRI is
appreciated.
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Table 2. Inter lationship of Factors Affecting the Number of Progeny Per
  Proven Mature Holstein Dairy Sire P r Year
a
  Sperm outp   Sperm used  Collected  Cows pregnant  Number of
per bull per y ar  _ _  per cow  X sperm used  X per s vice  =
progeny
  (Billions)  (Millions)  (%)  (%) per y ar
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
150
Liquid semen
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
Frozen s men
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
40
40
80
80
40
40
80
80
70
70
90
90
70
70
90
90
70
70
90
90
50
60
50
60
5
65
5
65
40
50
40
50
40
50
40
50
40
50
40
50
150,0
180,0
30 ,0
360,0
6 ,0
78,0
132,0
156,0
28,0
35,0
36,0
45,0
21,0
26,250
27,0
3 ,750
16,850
21,0
21,60
27,0
a
This table covers a range of historical ondit ons.  Some bulls could ejaculate up to 3 trillion
sperm per y ar and some uch less, but in actual practice 1.5 trillion s a re sonable av rage.
Pregnancy rates with high milk production and frozen s men are considerably lower than in the
1950s when liquid semen was used.  Assi tance with AI records from Genex CRI is
ap reciated.
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With frozen semen mor  sper  are used per ins m nat on and f rtility is slightly reduced
compar d with iquid semen (Table 2). H wev r, more froz n semen distr buted into the field
can be us d th n liquid semen because t can be stored ind fin t ly until there s a demand for its
Table 2.  Interrela ionship of Factors Affecting the Number of Progeny Per
            Pr ven Matu e Holst in D iry Sire Per Year
a
Sperm outp t          Sperm us           llect d           Cows pregnant          Number of
per bull per year _ _ _  cow  s m us d X  per servi e      =
progeny
(Billions)        (Millions) (%)                           (%) per year
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
150
150
150
150
1500
1500
1500
1500
Liquid semen
2
2
2
2
5
5
5
5
Frozen semen
15
15
15
15
2
2
2
2
25
25
25
25
4
4
8
8
40
40
80
80
7
7
9
9
7
7
9
9
7
7
9
9
6
5
55
65
55
5
4
5
4
5
4
50
4
50
40
5
40
5
150,000
180,000
300,000
360,000
66,000
78,000
132,000
156,000
28,000
35,000
36,000
45,000
21,000
26,250
27,000
33,750
16,850
21,000
21,600
27,000
a
This table covers  range f hist rical conditi ns.  Some b lls c uld ejaculate up to 3 trillion
per  p r year and some m ch less, but in actua pr ctice 1.5 trillion is a reasonable average.
Pregnancy rates wi h high milk productio nd frozen s men are considerably lower than in the
1950s hen liquid eme  was used. ssistance with AI records from Genex CRI is
appreciated.
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With frozen semen more sperm are used per insemination and fertility is slightly reduced
compared with liquid semen (Table 2).  However, more frozen semen distributed into the field
can be used than liquid semen because it can be stored indefinitely until there is a demand for its
Table 2.  Interrelationship of Factors Affecting the Number of Progeny Per
        Proven Mature H lstein Dairy S re P r Year
a
  Sperm output               Sperm used          Collected             Cows pregnant          Number of
per bull er year  _ _ _         per cow       X    sp rm used   X        p  service      =
rogeny
   (Billions)                       (Millions)                 (%)                           (%) per year
1500
1500
Liquid semen
2
5
Frozen semen
15
20
5
40
8
4
8
70
9
7
9
7
9
50
6
5
6
55
6
5
6
40
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
5
150,000
8 ,
30 ,
6 ,
66, 00
78,
132,
56,
28,000
35,
6,
45,
21,
6,25
7, 0
33,75
16,8
21, 0
,6
7,
a
This table covers a range of historical conditions.  Some bulls could ejaculate up to 3 trillion
sperm per yea  and some much less, but i  actual practi e 1.5 trillion is  re sonable average.
P gnancy r tes with high milk productio  nd frozen semen a e c siderably lower th n in the
1950s when liquid semen w s used.  Assist ce with AI recor s fr m G nex CRI is
appreciated.
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The Female Component
Gross Anatomy
The general morphology of the cow’s reproductive organs are thoroughly 
described in both old and new texts on veterinary anatomy, or on veterinary 
obstetrics (Roberts, 1986) and in texts on reproduction (Cole and Cupps, 1959; 
Salisbury et al., 1978).  The single vagina and cervix lead to the short body of the 
uterus, two horns of the uterus, and two oviducts, each with a funnel-shaped 
infundibulum ending at the ovary.  Of special significance for AI is the muscular 
cervix with several annular rings protruding posteriorly, making passage of a 
catheter through the cervix difficult.  The Danish procedure, developed in the 
1930s, overcame this problem by manipulating the cervix with one gloved hand 
in the rectum while the insemination pipette was gently inserted through the 
cervix with the other hand.  A simple diagram of the procedure is shown in Fig. 
9.  In Fig. 10 the cow reproductive tract is opened to show the annular  folds of 
the cervix.  These folds form tightly closed rings in the live animal providing 
a protective barrier to the uterus.  Anatomy texts did not provide a detailed 
description of the arterial system of the bovine uterus until this was supplied by 
Hansel and Asdell (1951).  
Fig. 9     Depositing semen through the cervix into the body of the uterus facilitated by 
using the gloved hand in the rectum to manipulate the cervix.
progency
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The primary organs of reproduction in the female are the paired ovaries.  They 
produce the female germ cells, the oocytes (commonly referred to as eggs), and 
the steroid hormones, principally estradiol and progesterone, plus small quantities 
of androgens and relaxin.  The ovarian structure is described in many old texts 
summarized by Marshall (1910) and more recently by Mossman and Duke (1973) 
and Zuckerman and Weir (1977).  The ultrastructure of the reproductive system 
is depicted and thoroughly described, with extensive literature citations, by Van 
Blerkom and Motta (1979).
Oogenesis
At the beginning of the 20th century it was known that early in fetal development 
the ovaries started to produce large numbers of future germ cells from oogonia 
dividing mitotically.  This contrasts with males where gametogenesis is initiated 
at puberty.  Opinion was divided as to whether or not new oocytes were formed 
in adults.  Evidence obtained in the past 50 years (Kennelly and Foote, 1966; 
Mauleon, 1969; Baker, 1972a,b; Blandau, 1975; Foote, 1975b; Zuckerman and 
Weir, 1977) strongly supports the concept that neogenesis does not normally 
occur in adult females of most species.  Recent preliminary studies have suggested 
that there may be ovarian stem cells which might be stimulated to form oocytes 
under certain conditions (Johnson et al., 2004).
Fig. 10     The reproductive tract (less the vagina) with the cervix and right 
uterine horn open to show particularly the annular folds of the cervix.
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As a result of multiple mitotic divisions in the fetal ovary up to several million 
oogonia may be produced.  Simultaneously, many oogonia undergo atrophy, 
leaving a few hundred thousand potential germ cells stored in the paired ovaries 
by the time of birth.  This represents the lifetime supply of oocytes in the female. 
An excellent summary of this process was published by Mauleon (1969).
Storage and Maturation of Oocytes
The oogonia progress to a primary oocyte in prophase I of the first of two divisions 
of meiosis, and then are arrested in the diplotene stage and stored in the dictyate 
condition.  They remain divisionally dormant, often for years, until selected to 
resume meiosis at ovulation.  So the enormous synthesis of DNA, as the paired 
chromosomes in each cell are duplicated, is completed in the fetal ovaries.  The 
stored oocytes that survive grow as the female grows prepubertally.  They become 
surrounded with layers of follicle cells as they grow from primary to secondary 
follicles.  Some become large tertiary follicles with a fluid-filled antrum.  The 
Graafian follicle named after de Graaf is a mature tertiary follicle 1 to 2 cm in 
diameter in the cow.
Fetal oogenesis is well-documented in cattle (Henricson and Rajakowski, 
1959).  Ericksen (1966) counted the number of surviving oocytes in the three 
types of follicles from birth of the calf to adult cattle 20 years old.  Many oocytes 
degenerate, and those that survive for 20 years contain DNA that must have been 
stored for slightly more than 20 years.  This depletion and aging of oocytes may 
account for some of the lower fertility in older cows, although DNA is remarkably 
stabile.  The longtime storage in women 40 years old or older appears to be related 
to Down’s syndrome, with an extra chromosome 21.   Also, the fact that no new 
oocytes are formed in the adult means that any ovarian accident or exposure 
to toxic materials that destroy the existing oocytes can result in permanent 
sterility.
Another contrast between spermatogenesis and oogenesis is that one primary 
spermatocyte produces four spermatids which potentially develop into four sperm 
cells.  In contrast one primary oocyte produces only one ootid or potential egg. 
The extra chromosomes are expelled in nonfunctional compact polar bodies. 
The completion of meiosis I and II results in one ootid or egg containing all the 
cytoplasm and a single set of chromosomes.  This completion of two divisions 
of meiosis occurs only during the process of ovulation and fertilization of the 
ovulated oocyte.  Details of this process, as chromosomes are duplicated and 
exchange parts, are illustrated in many texts (Austin 1959, 1961).
The ovulated egg, with its large supply of rich cytoplasm, contains all the 
material necessary to start embryonic development following fertilization by a 
sperm cell.  The first published report on bovine ova was by Hartman et al. (1931). 
The union of the sperm and egg, each with one complete set of chromosomes, 
restores the diploid paired set of chromosomes characteristic of all somatic cells. 
If the egg is not fertilized after ovulation, recurring estrous cycles follow in most 
mammals, which in primates are called menstrual cycles.  A schematic diagram 
of the  ovary representing follicle growth is shown in Fig. 11.
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Estrous Cycle Dynamics
Fig. 11 shows schematically the morphologic changes that the ovary undergoes 
during an estrous cycle.  The dominant follicle in cattle (several follicles in pigs) 
is selected to ovulate while several other large follicles not selected regress.  A 
corpus luteum (CL) develops in the area where the follicle ruptured.   The CL will 
remain throughout most of the estrous cycle.  If no fertilization has occurred the 
CL will regress about 18 days after ovulation and a new estrous cycle will start 
about every 21 days.  The old CL is called a corpus albicans.  If the egg is fertilized 
it will start to develop into a young embryo as it moves through the oviduct into 
the uterus.  About 16 days after the last ovulation with an embryo present, a signal 
to the CL will cause it to remain functional, critical in maintaining pregnancy. 
Otherwise the CL will regress, initiating a new estrous cycle on the average every 
21 days in cattle.
The ovary also is a dynamic endocrine organ, playing a pivotal role in the 
hypothalamic pituitary-ovarian axis.  Much of the research on the estrous cycle 
in the first half of the century was descriptive.  Many of the early studies on the 
relationship between the CL and large follicles were based upon observing results 
of ablating these structures at various stages of the estrous cycle.  Studies of the 
hormonal relationship between the ovary and the pituitary gland were hampered 
by having only crude pituitary extracts of gonadotropins available at the outset. 
It was debated whether there were one or two gonadotropic hormones until the 
report by Leonard at an AAAS meeting in 1931, and published in 1931 (Fevold 
et al., 1931) clearly demonstrated that there were two hormones, later called 
follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH).  In 2005, 
100-year-old Sam Leonard (Fig. 12) clearly recounts this debate, while most of 
us assume that the two hormones were known forever.
Fig. 11     Cross-section of the ovary showing various stages in the development of ovarian 
follicles and the development and retrogression of the corpus luteum.  (Redrawn by 
permission from Embryology of the Pig, by Patten.  Copyright 1931.  The Blakiston Co., Inc.)
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Assays of progesterone (P
4
) and estradiol (E
2
) were developed in the 1930s, but 
they lacked sensitivity and E
2
 in blood could not be assayed directly.  Researchers 
extracted tons of hog ovaries and obtained 6 mg of E
2
 per ton (Young, 1961). 
Results of studies on interactions between gonadotropin extracts administered 
and E
2
 and P
4
 often were in partial conflict because of the impure gonadotropin 
extracts used.  However, the role of E
2
 in evoking behavioral estrus and P
4
 in 
preventing estrus, plus the powerful feedback effects on gonadotropin secretion 
were established by the 1940s.
The involvement of the hypothalamus in the gonadal-anterior pituitary 
axis was established in the 1940s by Harris at Cambridge (1955), but details 
remained to be elucidated.  Knowledge of endocrine function still moved slowly 
because there was no simple, specific, sensitive test for each hormone (Gomes 
and Erb, 1965).  Chromatographic and fluorometric methods were tedious. 
Bioassays had been developed, but were neither highly sensitive nor specific. 
When the author obtained LH or FSH from Armour and Company in the 1950s 
the assessment of these semipurified products was determined by bioassay (for 
FSH see Steelman and Pohley, 1953).  We were warned that the potency of these 
hormones for superovulating rabbits and cattle might vary considerably from 
batch to batch because the assays were not based on applications we planned to 
use these hormones for.  They did vary, although Armour had the most advanced 
assays in use at that time.  In the 1960s the National Institutes of Health took 
over the hormone program to make hormones available to researchers.  Purified 
hormones replaced the semipurified Armour products packaged on the basis of 
arbitrary Armour units.  These historical notes are introduced here to reflect 
some of the difficulties researchers faced before the 1960s compared with the 
Fig. 12  Professor Samuel Leonard, discoverer with Fevold 
et al. (1931), that there were two gonadotropic hormones, 
is shown here in his 80s.  Photo used by permission.
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facility that similar experiments can be conducted today with purified hormones 
and specific assays.
Another example of a problem is the long time that elapsed between discovery 
by Harris  and others demonstrating the involvement of the hypothalamus until 
tools were available to exploit this breakthrough.  It was not until 1964 that Schally 
and Bowers (1964) first demonstrated that beef and sheep hypothalamic extracts 
contained a luteinizing hormone-releasing factor.  They were able to demonstrate 
release of LH using the ovarian ascorbic acid depletion bioassay (Parlow, 1961), 
and acknowledged Dr. Parlow’s help in setting up the assay.  It was not until 1971 
that the gonadotrophin-releasing hormone (GnRH) was characterized by two 
laboratories and synthesized (Nobel prizes shared by Drs. Schally and Guillemin). 
The ability to synthesize GnRH made it possible to make sufficient quantities for 
research with farm animals (Convey, 1973). 
About the same time that GnRH was being characterized, radioimmunoassays 
(RIAs) were developed (Niswender et al., 1968; Midgley, 1969).  With LH 
antiserum supplied by Dr. Niswender and GnRH available commercially, 
hundreds of investigations with GnRH, LH and other hormones were initiated. 
The voluminous literature published more recently is available electronically. 
Emphasis here will be limited to the basic characteristics of the estrous cycle 
which have laid the groundwork for developing techniques to manipulate or 
control the estrous cycle (Hammond and Bhattacharya, 1944; Hansel 1959, 1961; 
Hansel and Convey, 1983).
The gross changes in the hormones in the estrous cycle are graphed in Figure 
13, and details can be found in Hansel and Convey (1983), Cupps (1991) and 
Fig. 13     Day zero is the day estrus was initiated.  The top panel shows changes in 
E2 and P4, follicle growth and ovulation of the dominant follicle.  The lower panel 
shows changes in FSH and LH with changes in pulsatile secretions of LH.  From 
Hansel and Convey, J. Anim. Sci. 57(Suppl. 2):404-424.  1983.  By permission.
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Knobil and Neill (1998).  Estrous cycle length averages 21 days in multiparous 
cows and 20 to 21 days in heifers.  About 16 days after the previous ovulation, P
4
 
secretion decreases and LH and E
2
 increase.  Soon after E
2
 peaks, LH secretion 
surges, inducing ovulation.  Historically, prolactin was considered to be the 
luteotropic hormone, as it was found to have this function in the rat.  The rat was 
the exception.  After ovulation the CL forms in place of the ruptured follicle and 
secretes P
4
.  As follicles develop the theca interna layer of cells secretes increasing 
quantities of E
2
, causing the circulating E
2
 concentrations to increase.  Much 
higher circulating concentrations of P
4
 prevent estrus from occurring until the 
CL declines.  The rectangles in Fig. 13 show changes in frequency and pulse 
height of LH that result from the hypothalamic GnRH pulse generator changing 
pulses.  Knobil (1974, 1980) has reviewed the discovery of GnRH pulsatile release 
in his laboratory, and the extensive literature is beyond the intended scope of this 
overview.  Knobil was a graduate student of Sam Leonard (Fig. 12).
Likewise, how one dominant follicle normally is selected to ovulate in the cow 
(Fortune et al., 2004; Ginther et al., 2001) is a subject of intensive investigation. 
As follicles sequentially develop during an estrous cycle (usually three waves) a 
dominant follicle emerges.  It is usually the largest.  It secretes relatively large 
amounts of E
2
.  This suppresses FSH release, probably causing the smaller follicles 
to self-destruct.  Inhibin produced by the granulosa cells in the ovary also acts 
directly on the anterior pituitary to inhibit FSH secretion.
Duration and Detection of Estrus
The duration of estrus and the time of ovulation vary considerably among cows, 
and are affected by several environmental factors.  Hansel (1959) reported that 
average values in the literature varied from 14 to 19 hours, with a range from 6 
to 34 hours.  Ovulation occurred on the average about 11 hours after the end of 
estrus (range 2 to 22 hours, Hansel, 1959).  Recently Saumande and Humblot 
(2005) reported that for lactating cows, the time from onset of estrus to the LH 
peak was 9.1  -+ 2.0 hours (mean -+ S.E.), LH peak to ovulation was 29.4  -+ 1.5 hours 
and onset of estrus to ovulation was 38.5  -+ 3.0 hours.  Intervals for heifers and 
for animals under the stress of the tropics are shorter and variable.  As mentioned 
earlier in the section on the male, this variability was of concern in making 
recommendations of when to inseminate cows for optimal conception rates. 
Fortunately, there is a considerable window of opportunity for insemination 
with comparable results obtained by Dransfield et al. (1998) between 5 and 14 
hours after the onset of estrus.
A big problem for the herd owner is to determine when estrus begins for each 
cow.  The time that can be allotted each day to observe cows for signs of estrus 
is limited and must be balanced against the many other demands on time to 
complete daily tasks on a dairy farm.   Researchers developed a variety of aids 
to supplement visual observation (Foote, 1975a).  These included changes in 
viscosity of vaginal mucus, ferning and electrical conductivity of mucus, with 
electronic probes developed to quantify the conductivity of the cervical mucus. 
Also, heatmount detectors that changed color when compressed by animals 
mounting a female in standing estrus, bulls with surgically deviated penises 
and chin balls containing marking paint, mechanical pedometers (see references 
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in Foote, 1975a), and later electronic activity meters as well as radiotelemetric 
pressure sensing systems (Nebel et al., 2000) were developed.  The presence of 
P
4
 in milk at concentrations highly correlated with blood P4, and the ease of 
collecting milk samples, has resulted in various applications relative to estrus for 
more than 25 years (Foote, 1975a; Mitchell et al., 2004).  However, this hormonal 
assay is more useful for profiling the estrous cycle and pregnancy testing than in 
detecting estrus precisely.
With the onset of estrus presumably timed accurately by electronic equipment 
continuously monitoring activity or the first standing event, it would seem that 
there should be a short period of time to inseminate cows that would result in 
maximal conception rates.  However, while the conception rate peaks when cows 
are inseminated about 12 hours after the first standing event it is not greatly 
different from conception rates when the inseminations occurred 5 to 17 hours 
after the initiation of estrus (Nebel et al., 2000).  Presumably this is due to the 
fertile lifespan of sperm in the female reproductive tract of at least 24 hours.
Synchronization of Ovulation and Fixed Time of Insemination
Because of the variability in duration of estrus and the time of ovulation, a 
predetermined fixed time of insemination is appealing to many large dairy 
farm operators, if the effectiveness and costs balance the more routine methods 
of detecting estrus and insemination.  Groups of cows could be managed to 
be inseminated the same day and avoid insemination on weekends or during 
holidays and vacations.  Other possible applications include grouping animals 
less intensively managed such as dairy heifers or beef cattle.
The first principle exploited to control the time of ovulation time in the 1950s 
was to extend the progestational phase of a group of animals to a simultaneous 
endpoint by feeding P
4
 or synthetic progestagens.  Steroid hormones are not 
destroyed by digestion.  Ulberg et al.  (1951), at the University of Wisconsin, 
reported that the time of ovulation in dairy heifers could be regulated by this 
treatment.  While oral administration was convenient, ingestion was variable and 
longtime treatment followed by withdrawal resulted in both variable ovulation 
time and generally low fertility.  Dziuk and Cook (1965) reported that steroid 
hormones pass through silicone rubber.  Progesterone embedded in Silastic coils 
(PRID, Abbott) and inserted into the vagina was another method of administering 
P
4
.  A similar device was Controlled Intravaginal Releasing Device (CIDR).  These 
devices offered a convenient method to obtain sustained release of P
4
.  Upon 
withdrawal of the devices simultaneously from a group of cows their estrous 
cycles were better synchronized.
However, various progestagens more potent than P
4
 such as  medroxy-
progesterone (MAP, Upjon), melengestrol acetate (MGA, Upjohn) and norgestomet 
(Synchro-Mate B implant, Searle) were tested widely.  The latter implant was 
administered with an estradiol valerate injection to improve synchronization. 
In the 1960s, hundreds of studies with different combinations of progestagens, 
estrogen and gonadotropins resulted in improved synchronization of ovulation, 
but pregnancy rates varied greatly.  (See reviews by Hansel, 1959, 1961; Hansel 
and Beal, 1979; Hansel and Convey, 1983).
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Rowson et al. (1972) established that prostaglandin F2
alpha
 (PGF2a), normally 
secreted by the uterus, caused the regression of the corpus luteum (CL).  Many 
reports followed showing that PGF2a regulated the life of the CL, and PGF2a 
injected intramuscularly or smaller doses into the uterus caused regression of the 
CL.  However, cows near estrus without a CL were not affected by prostaglandin so 
either the injection had to be combined with detection of estrus, or two injections 
were given 10 to 12 days apart.  In this way all animals were treated when an active 
CL was present.  A potent prostaglandin analog (ICI 80,996, Cloprostenol) also 
was available commercially for synchronization.  A combination of P
4
 and PGF2a 
increased the precision of ovulation control (Roche, 1976).  Pregnancy rates were 
acceptable with the best combinations of treatments, but the application was 
somewhat limited by the cost of labor and drugs.  A combination of feeding a 
progestagen, MGA, plus a PGF2a  and GnRH injections was one of the simplest 
low cost procedures for synchronizing estrus, but it is not approved for lactating 
dairy cows.
Since the early 1990s extensive efforts have been made to develop a 
synchronization program which combined control of the CL with PGF2a and 
GnRH to give a controlled surge in secretion of luteinizing hormone (LH) to 
promote ovulation.  One commonly used method of synchronizing groups 
of cows to inseminate all at one fixed time is referred to as Ovsynch.  This 
consists of a GnRH injection at a random stage of the estrous cycle, followed by 
PGF2a 7 days later, a second injection of GnRH 36 to 48 hours after PGF2a and 
timed AI 16 to 24 hours later.  Another approach called Targeted BreedingTM 
(Pharmacia-Upjohn) consists of three injections of PGF2a at 14-day intervals, 
with insemination at any detected estrus, with no further injections of PGF2a or 
a timed insemination after the third PGF2a injection.  Other research programs 
have included estrogens and bovine somatotropin (bST).  The pregnancy rates 
following treatment with various combinations of bST, GnRH and PGF2a 
injections (Moreira et al., 2001) ranged from 28 to 49% for all cows, and up to 
56% for cows which were cycling when treated.  These results demonstrate the 
problem of attempting to breed cows about 2 months postpartum because of the 
high incidence of anestrus, and/or initiating treatment at random stages of the 
estrous cycle.  Presynchronization with PGF2a and GnRH injections improves 
pregnancy rates, but involves injections five times.
A sampling of the studies from the past decade collectively involving all of 
the agents mentioned previously and presynchronization plus synchronization, 
includes Fricke et al. (1998), Pursley et al. (1997, 1998), Nebel and Jobst (1998), 
Stevenson and Phatak  (2005), Stevenson et al. (1998), Cartmill et al., (2001) 
and Tallman et al., (2001).  One of the problems with the programmed breeding 
systems is the low conception rate, averaging about 35%.  The pregnancy rates 
with presynchronization included are somewhat improved (average about 45%), 
but labor and drug costs are higher.  Also, this leaves 50 to 65% of the cows 
requiring rebreeding.  What type of program is most cost-effective for these cows? 
Is it repeated synchronization, visual detection of estrus or a combination?  There 
has been no consistent answer to that question, and the correct answer probably 
varies depending upon the facilities and management practices on individual 
farms.  A problem still not understood is why there is embryo mortality of up to 
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10% in clinically normal cows after the initial pregnancy check at 30 to 35 days 
post insemination.
The Postpartum Cow:  Condition and Care
The previous sections have dealt with the normal physiology of the estrous 
cycle and attempts to modify it to facilitate the application of AI using a fixed 
time of insemination.  Reproduction in the individual cow is much more 
complex, as the body intrinsically attempts to maintain homeostasis with the 
demands of pregnancy and the sudden major shift in demands with the onset 
of lactation.  The attempt to maintain homeostasis is impacted by many factors 
such as environmental temperature, complications at calving, and metabolic 
and infectious diseases.  The negative impact on reproduction becomes more 
pronounced as milk production increases due to the shift in metabolism to 
supply nutrients required for lactation.  This phenomenon called homeorhesis 
has been elegantly discussed by Bauman and Currie (1980).  One of the benefits 
of bST on lactation is through this mechanism.  Thus, any use of bST to increase 
pregnancy rates through stimulation of early growth of the conceptus must be 
balanced against the lactogenic effects.
The multiple conditions affecting reproduction in dairy cattle have been 
documented in considerable detail by Roberts (1986), and only selected examples 
will be referenced here.  Great advances have been made in vaccination programs 
and diagnostic tests.  One area that needs little discussion is heredity as a cause of 
sterility.  With the development of AI and close monitoring of bulls, congenital 
defects in the reproductive system have essentially been eliminated.  One non-
inherited congenital defect is the well-known condition referred to as a freemartin, 
where about 95% of the heifer calves born co-twin with a male are sterile due to 
fetal inhibition of the female reproductive system because of earlier development 
of the male gonads. A major advance in the past 50 years as a result of AI is that 
the bull can be eliminated as the source of a herd infertility problem where AI is 
used.  This puts the onus on any bad semen used or used improperly, primarily 
on the herd manager.
Dystocia at calving can be reduced by selecting semen from bulls known 
to produce small calves when breeding small cows or heifers.  Bull studs supply 
information on the size of calves produced by their bulls, as well as many 
characteristics of daughters.  Retained placenta, associated particularly with 
twinning, often is associated also with metritis or endometritis.  Induction of 
parturition by corticoids, such as dexamethasone, was not popular because of 
the high incidence of retained placenta (Roberts, 1986).  Infectious agents may 
be viral, bacterial or fungal in nature.  Hormonal problems can lead to or result 
from follicular and luteal cysts, but not from small cystic CLs.  Several of these 
conditions may delay the involution of the uterus, delaying onset of estrous 
cycles even in cows with no clinical indication of infection (Foote and Riek, 
1999).  These conditions have been discussed thoroughly by Roberts (1986) who 
lamented that over many years of veterinary practice it was difficult to evaluate 
results of treatment as herd owners culled cows or didn’t maintain regular contact 
allowing clinicians to evaluate treatment.
A common cause of infertility is metritis or endometritis.  Intrauterine 
infusion with a variety of irritants such as Lugol’s iodine more than 50 years 
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ago has continued, often with antibiotics included in more recent times.  Gilbert 
(2000) notes that careful diagnosis is essential for rational treatment.  Camann 
(2000) and Ginther (1998) describe the value of ultrasound in aiding in the 
accurate diagnosis of ovarian structures and uterine pathology, as well as in 
early pregnancy diagnosis.  Thorough examination of the reproductive system 
is important in detecting a variety of abnormal conditions, as modeling and 
path studies reveal that infertility has multiple causes (Oltenacu et al., 1980, 
1981; Erb et al., 1985).  Obviously, rational treatment also depends upon correct 
diagnosis.  Correct diagnosis is not simple with multiple possible causes, but the 
complicating factor of possible bull effects in a herd have been reduced where AI 
is used for all breedings.
Another change, as Gilbert (2000) points out, is the increasing herd size with 
computerized records.  With a regular herd health program, the veterinarian, 
animal science extension specialist and the herd owner can use these records 
and combine resources into an effective management program.  Diagnostic 
laboratories are available to provide valuable backups on disease and nutrition. 
In addition to the array of antibiotics on the market (to be used sparingly as 
milk must be discarded), the availability of prostaglandin F2a and analogs, 
various forms of GnRH, LH, progestational agents, and cowside tests of milk P
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increase the armament available to combat multiple problems.  The extensive 
computerized systems and electronic identification of individual cows on modern 
dairy farms also facilitate the collection of detailed data for analysis, as well as 
for management.  Such data are needed to construct more useful models and 
improve management programs (Oltenacu et al., 1980, 1981; Erb et al., 1985).
As the 21st century begins probably the largest single obstacle to early 
postpartum breeding is the substantial proportion of clinically normal cows 
that are in a negative energy balance and are either anestrus or otherwise are 
temporarily infertile.  As milk production has increased, conception rates 
have decreased (Spalding et al., 1975; Butler, 2003).  Nutritionists have done a 
remarkable job of formulating rations to provide an optimal balance of nutrients 
for individual cows depending upon their level of production and stage of 
lactation.  Nevertheless, cows decrease in body condition score postpartum, a 
condition associated with temporary infertility.  Cows are in a major negative 
energy balance for at least a month and they 
do not return to a positive energy balance 
until 2 to 3 months postpartum.
During this period of negative energy 
balance, LH, pulse frequency, ovarian 
activity,  and blood glucose, insulin, IGF-I, 
and leptin are reduced (Beam and Butler, 
1997; Boland et al., 2001; Butler, 2003).  The 
quality of the oocytes ovulated also may be 
affected (Boland et al., 2001; Moreira et al., 
2001).  Attempts to correct these imbalances 
by altering the diet (Butler, 1998) have not 
been successful in restoring homeostasis for 
factors optimal for reproduction.  It is likely Fig. 14    Reprinted from Butler, W.R. Livestock Prod. Sci. 
83:211-218.  2003.  With permission from Elsevier.
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that selection pressure during evolution favored mechanisms that enabled mothers 
to nurse their offspring before reproduction was renewed.  Now selection for 
production has magnified that condition, with conception rate decreasing (Fig. 
14) as milk production has increased (Butler, 2003).
Calving Interval and Milk Production
It is remarkable that genetic selection and improved feeding and management 
of dairy cows has resulted in more than tripling milk production per cow per 
lactation, or per year.  With this high milk production, it is difficult to achieve the 
old goal of an average herd calving interval of 12 months.  In most high producing 
herds the calving interval is between 13 and 14 months.  This extended calving 
interval puts less stress on the cow and may be economically profitable (Arbel et 
al., 2001).  It is not the objective of this overview to establish either physiologic 
or economic optimums. What is important, as our knowledge increases, is to 
consider carefully how to apply this knowledge for the benefit of both the cow 
and the cow manager, the producers in this system, as well as the relationship of 
the industry to society.  That gaps exist in our knowledge is obvious.  
Biotechnology Applied to the Cow
The contribution of the male to genetic improvement was greatly multiplied by AI.   Although the female contribution was somewhat increased by 
selection of dams to produce sons for use in AI, other methods were sought to 
increase the contribution of superior cows to the pool of herd replacements. 
These developments occurred primarily in the last 50 years of the 20th century 
(Brackett et al., 1981; Foote, 1996, 2001).
Superovulation
Science and practice has come a long way since Fevold, Hisaw and Leonard 
reported in 1931 that there were two gonadotropins, and Rowson (1951) published 
methods of inducing superovulation in cattle.  Umbaugh (1949) had previously 
worked for several years on superovulation and embryo transfer of cattle, but 
without any calves resulting.  After the successful bovine embryo transfer by 
Willett and associates (1951), interest in producing and transferring embryos took 
a big leap, but progress was slow at first (Foote and Onuma, 1970; Elsden et al., 
1978; Seidel, 1981; Hasler, 1992; Betteridge, 2003).  Studies in laboratory animal 
models were conducted (Kennelly and Foote, 1965; Maurer and Foote, 1971). 
The development of nonsurgical methods for cattle embryo transfer (ET) in the 
1970s decreased the cost and increased the market for embryos.  Inseminating 
enough sperm into superovulated cows (Hawk et al., 1988) and better methods of 
handling the embryos increased the pregnancy rates, also important in increasing 
market size.
Embryo Evaluation
The first cattle ETs were performed surgically.  The embryos were collected in 
their cleavage stage (morula) of development.  It was difficult to evaluate their 
quality.  When nonsurgical procedures became routine, embryos were collected 6 
to 8 days after cows were inseminated.  The embryos usually were in the blastocyst 
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stage.  Evaluation was based primarily upon morphologic appearance when 
embryos were viewed microscopically.  This evaluation included an appropriate 
stage of development for embryos of a particular age, normality of blastomeres 
with sharply defined membranes, degree of fragmentation, and other signs of 
degeneration (Lindner and Wright, 1983; Hasler et al., 1987).  This system could 
be applied quickly without manipulating the embryos.  The classification of each 
embryo was compared with pregnancy results following ET.  More complex 
procedures tested in research labs added little to the reliability of evaluation and 
were not used commericially.
Embryo Culture
Much of the pioneering work on embryo culture was done in the 1950s and 1960s 
with embryos from mice and rabbits (reviewed by Biggers, 1987; Bavister, 1995). 
These media were modified from tissue culture media such as TC199 or Ham’s 
F10.  To simulate more natural conditions for bovine embryo development, they 
were co-cultured in these media with oviductal epithelial cells (Eyestone and 
First, 1989; Ellington et al., 1990; Bavister, 1995).  In vitro culture with epithelial 
cells resulted in most of the culture media being utilized by the massive number 
of epithelial cells compared to a few embryos.  Also, the unknown production 
of waste products by these cells could have been good or bad for the embryos. 
Consequently, these systems were unsatisfactory from a scientific and knowledge 
standpoint because, with this mixture of unknowns, one did not know why 
certain treatments succeeded or failed.  Eventually a satisfactory completely 
defined medium for fertilization and culture was developed (Liu and Foote, 
1995).  The medium was modified from a KSOM medium developed for mouse 
embryos in Biggers laboratory (Lawitts and Biggers, 1991).
It is worth noting here that in the author’s lab some of the completely defined 
media first formulated did not produce good results.  The “whip had to be cracked” 
occasionally to convince the researchers that we were pursuing new knowledge 
and that was more important than being pleased that the old mixes still produced 
moderately successful 
results.  Good research 
is hard work.  It takes 
time.
Embryo Transfer
The development of a 
nonsurgical technique 
for embr yo t ransfer 
(ET) was  publ i shed 
in 1965 by Sugie and 
associates in Japan (see 
Fo ote  a nd  O nu m a , 
1970).  Subsequently 
R ow s o n  a n d  Mo o r 
(1966) obtained three 
pregnancies after many 
Fig. 15     The Holstein cow was superovulated.  Embryos 
recovered were transferred to 10 recipients (at the left side) 
producing 10 calves related to the Holstein embryo donor.  With 
permission from Colorado State University. Photo by J. Messineo.  
Seidel, S.E., Jr.  Science 211:351-358. 1981.
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years of obtaining negative results.  Techniques of transfer improved rapidly 
thereafter (Betteridge, 2003), greatly reducing the difficulty and cost of ET when 
surgery and general anesthesia were no longer required (Fig. 15).  Commercial 
application expanded (Seidel, 1981).
Another cost associated with the transfer of fresh embryos was the need 
to have many recipient cows in the same stage of the estrous cycle or that 
were synchronized using protocols similar to those described for fixed time 
insemination, except embryos were usually collected and transferred 7 days after 
estrus.  One never knew in advance how many good embryos would be collected 
and therefore how many recipients were needed.
Embryo Freezing
The successful freezing of mouse embryos (Whittingham, 1971), using glycerol as 
a cryoprotectant as had been used for bull sperm cryopreservation, was adapted 
for freezing bovine embryos (Maurer, 1978; Betteridge, 2003).  This greatly 
extended the usefulness of ET.  Embryos could be collected from superior females 
previously inseminated with sperm from genetically superior sires and embryos 
stored.  They could be shipped to introduce desired genetic material into any place 
in the world by using liquid nitrogen storage tanks, synchronization of recipients, 
and transfer of embryos, patterned after the technology and infrastructure 
developed first for AI.
Cells and tissues to preserve banks of somatic material can be similarly frozen. 
Diploid cells from superior bulls could be frozen for possible cloning.  Banks of 
superior male and female diploid germ plasm would insure genetic diversity being 
preserved without maintaining as many lines of live animals.
Embryo Splitting
One embryo can be split into two parts and produce identical twins, but repeated 
splits are not successful (Betteridge, 2003).  A splitting technique developed by 
Willadsen (1979) for sheep was adopted on a limited basis to increase the number 
of progeny obtained from the embryos collected from each superovulated cow 
(Williams et al., 1984).  However, because pregnancy rate is reduced about 10% 
by splitting embryos into halves, it has not been applied widely.
Sexing of Embryos
A single blastomere removed from a multicellular young embryo (blastocyst) 
provides sufficient material to detect the sex by amplification of the DNA with 
the polymerase chain reaction (Anderson, 1987; Bondioli et al., 1989; Kobayashi 
et al., 1998).  Sexing of embryos approaches 100% in accuracy.  Application has 
been limited in cattle because once a valuable embryo has been obtained it is 
uneconomic to discard it.  Bull studs often use this procedure to select male 
embryos for transfer, with the female embryos being transferred to cows in herds 
desiring heifer calves.  An alternative for bull studs is to obtain sperm sorted to 
produce sexed calves, and use these sperm to inseminate a few selected cows.
Embryos Made in the Lab by IVF of Oocytes from Slaughtered Cattle
The development of in vitro fertilization (IVF) procedures for oocytes from 
slaughtered cattle (Lu et al., 1987; Goto et al., 1988; Gordon and Lu, 1990; Brackett, 
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in Wolf and Zelinski-Wooten, 2001) made it possible to produce large numbers of 
embryos to study and improve culture conditions as well as to produce embryos 
for ET.  Rowson (1971) predicted that this would happen.  The genetics of oocytes 
obtained from a slaughterhouse for IVF are unknown.  However, if one selects 
ovaries from older cows slaughtered in an area where superior dairy farms exist, 
and sperm from superior sires are used, the average genetic merit of the embryos 
would be higher than found in cattle many places in the world.  Also, since only 
thousands of sperm are needed for IVF, a small portion of an ejaculate of semen 
sexed for females could be used to produce valuable embryos, as nearly all would 
be genetic females.  Thus, multiple biotechnologies can be combined to produce 
a new valuable product.
The IVF of Oocytes from Live Calves and Cows
A technique was developed by Pieterse et al. (1991) and others to aspirate oocytes 
repeatedly directly from follicles in cows in any stage of the estrous cycle and 
during pregnancy.  These oocytes can be fertilized in vitro, cultured into 
blastocysts and transferred to produce calves (Hasler, 1992).  Thus, cows that 
do not respond to superovulation could also be included in this type of biotech 
program.
Calves can also be used as donors of ooctyes.  Seidel et al. (1971) demonstrated 
that calf oocytes are totipotent.  Oocytes from calves approaching puberty have 
been aspirated (Armstrong et al., 1992; Tervit, 1996) to increase the number of 
progeny from females so as to increase the accuracy of genetic analysis and to 
decrease the generation interval involved in proving sires for use in AI (Lohuis, 
1995; Nicholas, 1996).  Various genetic 
markers are being tested for possible use 
in early genetic selection.
Genetic Progress by 
Combining Reproductive 
Biotechnologies
Van Vleck (1981) discussed the potential rate of genetic progress 
if the various technologies (Brackett 
et al., 1981) discussed here were ever 
developed.  Since their development, 
many studies have been conducted to 
predict the expected genetic impact and 
cost of adopting various biotechnologies 
(Dekkers and Shook, 1990; Lohuis, 1995; 
Nicholas and Smith, 1983; Nicholas, 
1996).  Overall, the major contributor 
to genetic improvement is through the 
male because of the extensive testing and 
intensive selection of sires used to produce 
thousands of progeny per sire through AI. Fig. 16     The number of milk cows decreased by 57% between 1955 and 2000.  
Milk production per cow nearly tripled during this time, with nearly 1400 kg of 
this increase due to genetic gain.  In 2000 the 9.2 million dairy cows in the U.S. 
produced about 30% more milk than 21.6 million cows produced in 1955.
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The combined genetic ability of cows to produce milk and the improvement in 
feeding and management practices has greatly increased the efficiency of milk 
production (Fig. 16).
Cloning and Transgenic Animals
The development of the many reproductive biotechnologies and advances in genomic analysis and molecular biology has led to the production of 
transgenic and cloned animals (Hammer et al., 1985; Prather et al., 1987; Foote 
and Yang, 1992; Wall et al., 1997, 2005; Wolf and Zelinski-Wooten, 2001; Cibelli 
et al., 2002, 2003).  A major stimulus in this field was the successful production 
of Dolly, a lamb derived from the somatic cells of a 6-year-old ewe (Wilmut et 
al., 1997).  Occasional cloning of the best sires in AI could provide insurance 
against accidental loss of these sires.  Animals genetically engineered to produce 
hornless offspring or sexed offspring, or improved food products from animals 
of medical importance would be worth cloning.  Females engineered to produce 
human blood proteins in milk are being cloned, as they are of enormous potential 
value.  Widespread production of clones in commercial agriculture is unlikely 
because of the high cost and inefficiency.
Stem cell research, cloning of millions of cells, and controlling their 
differentiation and replication has mushroomed after Dolly.  These studies 
have enormous potential benefits for society, far beyond their agricultural 
applications.
Concluding Statement
The use of AI in many species, but especially in dairy cattle, has become routine, with its advantages widely accepted.  Earlier generations worried that AI 
would produce abnormalities.  In the 1950s cartoons showed calves born with 
icicles in their mouth following the use of frozen semen.  Instead, dairy animals 
have been bred into miraculous sperm producing males and milk producing 
cows.  However, research on the many biotechnologies described here, also should 
include a consideration of the efficiency, safety, and costs, along with predicted 
impacts of the biotechnology on animals and on the environment.
Current research, based on the discoveries of the past 100 years or more, 
could hardly have been imagined 100 years ago.  In the future all cows will be 
permanently identified and tracked to monitor disease.  The potential applications 
of stem cells and understanding how genes are turned on and off in development, 
health and disease will be as exciting in the 21st century as landing on the moon 
was in the 20th century.  Furthermore, the discoveries of all aspects of regulation 
of cellular and mammalian reproduction are far more important to the future of 
Homo sapiens than are the discoveries on outer space.  These advances increase 
the importance of our cultural and ethical development to appreciate and respect 
each other and our environment.  In Cibelli et al. (2002), Foote wrote “These 
powerful techniques also put powerful emphasis on us to discern how these 
technologies might best be applied, especially to our own species.  We should 
all ask and ponder the question, just because we can do it, should we?  Those 
who blaze trails should also assume some responsibility for the consequences.” 
Think about these things!  
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